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Executive Summary
A web-based survey was administered November 4-16, 2011 to  all tourism business owners and managers represented 
in the Montana Vacation Planner as well as attendees tha t were present at the 2010 Governor s Conference on Tourism. 
The purpose of the survey was to  assess the change in visitation from  2010 to  2011 and to  project visitation fo r 2012. 
There were 344 respondents representing accommodations, attractions, tour and guide operations, tourism and event 
planners, and tourism promoters.
Overall quantitative results indicate tha t 49 percent of business owners had an increase in visitation in 2011, 34 percent 
had a decrease and 17 percent stayed the same as 2010. Tourism businesses tha t experienced an increase cited repeat 
visitors (58%), better marketing (45%), and improved website (33%), as reasons fo r the ir increase. The state of the U.S. 
economy (69%) was cited by many businesses as a reason fo r the decrease in visitation, as well as gas prices (48%) and 
weather (42%). The majority o f tourism businesses (66%) do not intend to  expand, change, or sell the ir business in
2011.
For 2012, 48 percent o f tourism businesses are expecting the ir visitation to  increase compared to  2010 while 40 percent 
believe the ir visitation w ill remain the same. Twelve percent th ink the ir visitation w ill decrease. The top reasons cited 
fo r expected positive numbers in 2012 include repeat business, more or better marketing pursued, and a gradual 
increase in business. The U.S. economy was expressed by 82 percent o f businesses believing a decrease was in order fo r 
2012. This is verified by 44 percent of businesses who say the ir bookings are down fo r 2012. Gas prices (69%) and the 
global economy (49%) were also reasons fo r an expected decrease.
Differences in Visitation trends for 2011 and Expected Trends for 2012 by Travel Region and Business Type
Region and Business Category Visitation in 2011 Expected Visitation in 2012
Increased Decreased Remained 
the same
Expect an 
increase
Expect a 
decrease
Remain
same
Travel Region
Glacier Country 50% 35% 15% 44% 9% 47%
Yellowstone Country 54% 27% 18% 56% 11% 33%
Gold West Country 45% 42% 13% 49% 15% 36%
Russell Country 33% 39% 28% 32% 9% 59%
Custer and Missouri River Countries 54% 29% 17% 50% 21% 29%
Business Category
Hotel/motel 49% 36% 15% 36% 22% 42%
Vacation homes, condos and cabins 56% 26% 18% 43% 8% 49%
Ranches, resorts, lodges, hostels, hot 
springs
50% 35% 15% 44% 12% 44%
Outfitters and guides 33% 47% 21% 49% 19% 32%
Tourism promotion/ad agencies 78% - 22% 90% - 11%
Bed and Breakfasts 57% 24% 19% 41% 5% 55%
Attractions  ski areas, museums, other 42% 50% 8% 65% 13% 22%
Campgrounds -  private and public 47% 47% 7% 57% - 43%
In response to  Geotourism business efforts, tourism industry respondents indicated tha t they usually suggest tha t their 
customers visit local retailers followed by the ir a ttem pt to  works towards reducing energy consumption. The statement, 
provide health care benefits fo r employees,  was a benefit provided only sometimes by employers in the industry. To 
some extent, most tourism business attem pt to  achieve many of the Geotourism related business functions.
Respondents to  the survey (344 tourism businesses) employed 7,208 people in Montana in 2011. Hotels and motels 
employed 47 percent o f all tourism jobs reported by the businesses followed by attractions at 22 percent of all jobs.
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Introduction
Each autumn, the Institute fo r Tourism and Recreation Research at the University of Montana conducts a web survey of 
tourism businesses around the state of Montana. The businesses surveyed represent accommodations, attractions, tour 
operations, and tourism planners or promoters.
•  Accommodations include hotels and motels, bed and breakfasts, ranches who accommodate visitors, resorts, 
lodges, hostels, hot springs w ith overnight accommodations, vacation homes, condominiums, rental cabins, and 
public and private campgrounds.
•  Attractions Include ski areas, museums, historic sites, and any other type o f private or public attraction from 
caves to  water parks.
•  Tour operations Include outfitters and guides, wagon train or cattle drives, and half-day to  multi-day driving 
tours such as safari type experiences.
•  Tourism planners and promoters include travel planners, event planners, and organizations tha t promote 
Montana or provide advertising services to  Montana promoters.
Purpose
The purpose of the outlook survey was to  assess the change In visitation from  2010 to  2011 and to  project visitation for 
2012. Additionally, respondents were asked to  Identify the causes of the change In visitation and the reason fo r the 
projected change In visitation. A second purpose was to  assess the role Montana s tourism Industry perceives they 
should play in selected Geotourism attributes.
Methods
Data fo r this report were generated from  a web based survey of Montana tourism business owners. All businesses 
represented in the 2010 2011 Montana Vacation Planner, a publication of the Montana Office of Tourism, were included 
In the sampling frame as well as attendees to  the 2010 Governor s Tourism Conference.
On Friday, November 4, 2011, an introductory email was sent to  approximately 2,200 tourism related businesses and 
organizations (after taking out the 300 bounced back emails). This initial email was to  Inform respondents of the 
upcoming survey which would arrive in the ir email Inbox w ith in a few  hours (Appendix A  survey letters). A few  hours 
later an explanatory email le tter w ith  a link to  the survey was sent to  the recipients (Appendix B  survey). Recipients 
were asked to  complete the survey w ith in  seven days. A reminder email was sent to  the sample on November 9*  ̂and 
November 15th.
Completed surveys were received from  344 respondents. In web based surveys, the sender Is rarely notified If the 
survey ended up in the recipients junk  mailbox, therefore a true response rate based on surveys received is impossible 
to  calculate.
Analysis
This report Is divided Into three analytic sections. First, all respondents were analyzed together fo r a fu ll synopsis of 
tourism businesses in the state. Second, travel regions were highlighted by analyzing only the businesses w ith in each 
travel region. Because of the small sample size from  Custer Country and Missouri River Country, these tw o  regions were 
combined as one.
Finally, six specific business Industry categories were analyzed separately where sample size allowed. For this study, the 
individual businesses were: 1) Motels and hotels; 2) Vacation homes, condos and cabins; 3) Ranches, resorts, lodges, 
hostels, hot springs; 4) Outfitters and guides; 5) Tourism prom otion organizations and advertising; 6) Bed and 
Breakfasts; 7) Attractions which Include ski areas, museums, and other attractions; 8) Private and public campgrounds.
A fter the frequencies and percentages are displayed and discussed fo r the business section, comments provided by the 
respondents are displayed verbatim fo r each business category.
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Montana Tourism: Ail Respondents
Average (mean) years business operated by current owners: 12.28 
Average (mean) years of business operation at current location: 24.32 
Range in years of operation by current owner: 6 months  65 years 
Range in years of operation at current location: 1  130 years 
Sample size: 344
percent m ay not add to  100 (rounding)
Glacier Country 102 30%
Yellowstone Country 105 31%
Gold West Country 61 18%
Custer Country 19 6%
Russell Country 36 11%
Missouri River Country 16 5%
percent m ay not add to  100 (rounding)
Motel/hotel 55 16%
Bed & Breakfast 22 6%
Ranches, resorts, lodges, hostels, hot 
springs
26 8%
Vacation homes, condos, cabins 73 21%
Public campgrounds 4 1%
Private campgrounds 11 3%
Outfitter/Guide 58 17%
Land management agency 4 1%
Tours 11 3%
Travel planners 3 1%
Event planners 1 1%
Vehicle rentals 2 1%
Ski area 5 2%
Museum, historic site 11 3%
Attraction 8 2%
Tourism promotion/advertising 20 6%
Other 28 8%
Increase 166 49%
Decrease 116 34%
Remained the same 58 17%
Better marketing 73 45%
Improved website 54 33%
Expanded operations/services 31 19%
Returning guests 94 58%
Little competition in my area 15 9%
Affordability of what we offer 53 33%
U.S. economy 32 20%
Canadian exchange rate 27 17%
Other foreign exchange rates 10 6%
More local travelers 41 25%
More regional travelers 45 28%
Special event(s) held in our area 21 13%
W eather 19 12%
Fire activity 2 1
Lack of fires 17 10%
Other 26 16%
respondents could check m ultiple answers **n 1 6 3
Less advertising on our part 9 8%
Reduced offerings/services 5 5%
Fewer returning guests 28 25%
Increased competition in my area 19 17%
Our pricing may be too high 7 6%
U.S. economy 77 69%
Gas prices 53 48%
Exchange rates 1 1%
Fewer local travelers 16 14%
Fewer regional travelers 20 18%
Fewer business travelers 9 8%
Fewer leisure travelers 32 29%
Changes in hunting/fishing licenses 23 21%
Construction in area 14 13%
Weather 47 42%
Fire activity 3 3%
Lack of fires 2 2%
Other 13 12%
respondents could check m ultiple answers; * * n l l l
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Increase 161 48%
Decrease 39 12%
Remain the same 135 40%
If had 
Increase in 
2011 (n 164)
# %
If had a Decrease 
in 2 0 1 1 (n ll l)Outlook for 2012
ncrease
Remain the same
Bookings/inquires are up 58 36%
More/better marketing pursued 83 52%
Improved website 48 30%
Experiencing a gradual increase 77 48%
Expanded or Improved our offerings 49 31%
Affordability of what we offer 61 38%
Little competition In my area 10 6%
More local travelers 30 19%
More regional travelers 36 23%
We get many repeat customers 89 56%
Canadian exchange rate 21 13%
Other foreign exchange rates 8 5%
U.S. economy 28 18%
Special events In our area 20 13%
We are new, so we are Increasing 16 10%
More business travelers 13 8%
Bookings/inquires are down 17 44%
We ve done less marketing 2 5%
Experiencing a gradual decrease 6 15%
Reduced our offerings/services 2 5%
Our pricing may be too high 1 3%
Increased competition In my area 5 13%
Expect fewer leisure travelers 14 36%
Expect fewer business travelers 7 18%
Expect fewer local travelers 8 21%
Expect fewer regional travelers 14 36%
Changes In huntlng/flshing licenses 16 41%
Gas prices 27 69%
U.S. economy 32 82%
Global economy 19 49%
Other 4 10%
respondents could check m ultiple answers * *n 3 9
respondents could check m ultiple answers **n 3 2 5
Expand current business or site 56 17%
Renovate current site 45 14%
Add more sites/business elsewhere 16 5%
Downsize current business or site 8 3%
Close down/sell business or site 13 4%
Remain the same 213 66%
respondents could check m ultiple answers 
*n 160
Last minute bookings 115 35% 107 31% 40 12% 20%
Walk in patrons 82 25% 76 23% 53 16% 35%
Retail sales 37 11% 44 14% 37 12% 61%
Dining out 12 4% 35 12% 23 8% 76%
Length of stay 71 23% 140 45% 36 12% 20%
Visitors seeking less expensive activities 105 34% 105 34% 12 4% 28%
# of Montanans traveling within the state 81 27% 138 45% 42 14% 14%
Canadian Visitors 98 32% 112 37% 41 14% 17%
Overseas Visitors 65 22% 114 38% 58 19% 21%
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...provide recycling bins for customers 24% 11% 9% 27% 30% 2.56
...provide recycling bins for your employees 28% 7% 6% 20% 40% 2.29
...sell Montana made products 16% 14% 19% 9% 42% 2.36
...serve locally grown foods 7% 13% 17% 9% 54% 2.60
...purchase local/regionally made products 13% 26% 27% 6% 28% 2.37
...aim to purchase 'made In USA' products 16% 32% 27% 5% 20% 2.25
...work towards reducing energy consumption 34% 32% 16% 4% 14% 1.90
...provide health care benefits for employees 13% 6% 5% 29% 48% 2.98
...encourage car poollng/walking/blking/busing to work 12% 5% 12% 17% 54% 2.75
...suggest local retailers to your customers 66% 21% 6% 1% 6% 1.40
...donate money or time to local causes 35% 24% 29% 4% 9% 2.02
Scale: 1 All the Tim e  to 4 N ot at All  (m ean does not include the not applicable  responses)
344 tourism businesses employed 
7,208 people in Montana
43% have zero FT year round 
62% have zero FT seasonal 
62% have zero PT year round 
52% have zero PT seasonal
Tourism Jobs for 2011
Seasonal PT, 9 5 6
Seasonal FT, 3 16 0
F u l l T im e ,2233
Part T ime, 859
MT Tourism All Responses: Summary and Implications 
Summary
A full 48 percent of the tourism Industry saw an Increase In 2011, and only 12 percent are expecting a decrease In 2012. 
Returning guests, better marketing. Improved website and affordability are credited fo r the Increases In 2011. However, 
business owners still noticed tha t visitors sought less expensive activities, and last m inute bookings had Increased fo r 35 
percent o f the tourism businesses. Apparently, visitors were still a little  wary In 2011.
Tourism Industry respondents Indicated that suggesting local retailers to  customers and working towards reducing 
energy consumption was the most frequent response towards supporting GeotourIsm In Montana. The statement, 
provide health care benefits fo r employees,  received the lowest priority rating by the Industry.
Finally, tourism businesses who responded to  the outlook survey directly employed 7,208 people In 2011 w ith  31 
percent o f them being fu ll-tim e year-round jobs and 44 percent being fu ll-tim e seasonal jobs.
Some Implications
Data shows tha t as many as 35 percent of visitors make last minute plans, therefore businesses should be patient and 
not get discouraged when numbers seem to  be starting out slow. Also, ITRR data from  nonresident visitor surveys 
Indicate tha t visitors really want recycling bins available to  them. Since less than half of the tourism businesses In this 
survey provide recycling bins. It would be an easy Improvement tha t w ill help keep customers happy In 2012.
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Glacier Country
Average (mean) years business operated by current owners: 13.57 
Average (mean) years of business operation at current location: 24.67 
Range in years of operation by current owner: 6 months  65 years 
Range in years of operation at current location: 1  107 years 
Sample size: 102
Glacier Country
Glacier Country respondents represent 30% 
of all respondents to  the outlook survey.
The accommodation sector represented the 
highest group of respondents in Glacier 
Country at 69% of all respondents
percent m ay not add to  100 (rounding)
Motel/hotel 18 18%
Bed & Breakfast 12 12%
Ranches, resorts, lodges, hostels, hot 
springs
8 8%
Vacation homes, condos, cabins 24 24%
Public campgrounds 1 1%
Private campgrounds 6 6%
O utfitter/Guide 13 13%
Land management agency - -
Tours 2 2%
Travel planners - -
Event planners 1 1%
Vehicle rentals 1 1%
Ski area 1 1%
Museum, historic site 2 2%
Attraction 3 3%
Tourism promotion/advertising 3 3%
Other 6 6%
Increase 51 50%
Decrease 36 35%
Remained the same 16 15%
Better marketing 26 52%
Improved website 16 32%
Expanded operations/services 13 26%
Returning guests 28 56%
Little competition In my area 9 18%
Affordability of what we offer 14 28%
U.S. economy 11 22%
Canadian exchange rate 13 26%
Other foreign exchange rates 1 2%
More local travelers 12 24%
More regional travelers 14 28%
Special event(s) held In our area 6 12%
W eather 7 14%
Fire activity 1 2%
Lack of fires 8 16%
Other 8 16%
respondents could check m ultiple answers * *n 5 0
Less advertising on our part 5 14%
Reduced offerings/services 2 6%
Fewer returning guests 9 26%
Increased competition In my area 5 14%
Our pricing may be too high 2 6%
U.S. economy 26 74%
Gas prices 19 54%
Exchange rates 1 3%
Fewer local travelers 6 17%
Fewer regional travelers 5 14%
Fewer business travelers 6 17%
Fewer leisure travelers 12 34%
Changes In huntlng/flshing licenses 5 14%
Construction In area 7 20%
Weather 18 51%
Fire activity 2 6%
Lack of fires 1 3%
Other 4 11%
respondents could check m ultiple answers n 35
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Increase 44 44%
Decrease 9 9%
Remain the same 47 47%
If had 
Increase in 
2011 (n 50)
# %
If had a Decrease 
in 2011 (n 35)Outlook for 2012
ncrease
Remain the same
Bookings/inquires are up 13 30%
M ore/better marketing pursued 23 52%
Improved website 14 32%
Experiencing a gradual increase 26 59%
Expanded or Improved our offerings 15 34%
Affordability of what we offer 19 43%
Little competition In my area 6 14%
More local travelers 6 14%
More regional travelers 9 21%
We get many repeat customers 23 52%
Canadian exchange rate 9 21%
Other foreign exchange rates 1 2%
U.S. economy 5 11%
Special events In our area 6 14%
We are new, so we are Increasing 3 7%
More business travlers 3 7%
Bookings/inquires are down 4
We ve done less marketing
Experiencing a gradual decrease 2
Reduced our offerings/services 1
Our pricing may be too high
Increased competition In my area
Expect fewer leisure travelers 4
Expect fewer business travelers 2
Expect fewer local travelers 1
Expect fewer regional travelers 3
Changes In huntlng/flshing licenses 2
Gas prices 6
U.S. economy 8
Global economy 5
Other 1
respondents could check m ultiple answers 
n 9
Expand current business or site 16 17%
Renovate current site 17 18%
Add more sites/business elsewhere 8 8%
Downsize current business or site 4 4%
Close down/sell business or site 5 5%
Remain the same 58 60%
respondents could check m ultiple answers 
*n 97
respondents could check m ultiple answers 
* *n 4 4
Last minute bookings 39 39% 37 37% 9 9% 16%
Walk in patrons 28 39% 25 26% 18 18% 27%
Retail sales 15 16% 12 13% 20 21% 50%
Dining out 2 2% 13 14% 13 14% 69%
Length of stay 19 20% 36 39% 4 4% 25%
Visitors seeking less expensive activities 30 32% 36 39% 4 4% 25%
# of Montanans traveling within the state 26 28% 45 28% 14 15% 9%
Canadian Visitors 44 47% 31 33% 10 11% 10%
Overseas Visitors 14 15% 47 52% 16 18% 15%
row  percents do not add to 100 because respondents could answer does not apply
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...provide recycling bins for customers 26% 16% 6% 30% 22% 2.51
...provide recycling bins for your employees 34% 10% 4% 19% 33% 2.14
...sell Montana made products 18% 22% 18% 8% 33% 2.24
...serve locally grown foods 9% 12% 22% 8% 48% 2.57
...purchase local/regionally made products 14% 23% 33% 7% 22% 2.43
...aim to purchase 'made In USA' products 13% 33% 33% 5% 15% 2.38
...work towards reducing energy consumption 33% 37% 14% 6% 9% 1.92
...provide health care benefits for employees 17% 5% 4% 36% 38% 2.93
...encourage car poollng/walking/blking/busing to work 11% 6% 13% 19% 50% 2.81
...suggest local retailers to your customers 63% 23% 10% 1% 4% 1.47
...donate money or time to local causes 38% 24% 29% 4% 5% 1.99
Scale: 1  All the tim e  to 4 Not at all  (m ean does not include the not applicable  responses)
Glacier Country: Tourism Jobs for 2011
Seasonal PT, 4 1 8
Seasonal FT, 1 7 6 6
Fu ll T ime, 963
P ar t T im e, 3 0 4
Glacier Country Summary
Respondents o f Glacier Country were on par w ith  other regions visitation increases (50%). These respondents are very 
hopeful fo r 2012, since only 12 percent believe they will have a decrease in 2012. Experiencing a gradual increase (59%), 
repeat guests (52%) and more or better marketing pursued (52%) are all noted as why 2012 w ill be a good year.
Glacier Country tourism industry respondents indicated tha t suggesting local retailers to  customers, working towards 
reducing energy consumption and donating money or tim e to  local causes were the most frequent actions being taken 
to  support Geotourism in Montana. The statement, providing health care benefits fo r employees,  received the lowest 
frequency rating by the industry.
Future business plans by respondents in Glacier Country indicate they w ill make no changes to  the ir business (60%); 
however, 35 percent said they will e ither expand or renovate in 2012. This indicates a healthy attitude fo r the ir business 
and the fu ture o f tourism in Montana.
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Yellowstone Country
Average (mean) years business operated by current owners: 10.57 
Average (mean) years of business operation at current location: 21.35 
Range in years of operation by current owner: 1 6 5  years 
Range in years of operation at current location: 1  115 years 
Sample size: 105
Yellowstone Travel Region
Yellowstone Country respondents 
represent 31% o f all respondents to  the 
outlook survey.
The accommodation sector represented 
59% of all types of tourism business.
percent m ay not add to  100 (rounding)
Motel/hotel 13 12%
Bed & Breakfast 4 4%
Ranches, resorts, lodges, hostels, hot 
springs
9 9%
Vacation homes, condos, cabins 35 33%
Public campgrounds - -
Private campgrounds 1 1%
Outfitter/Guide 17 16%
Land management agency - -
Tours 3 3%
Travel planners 2 2%
Event planners - -
Vehicle rentals 1 1%
Ski area 2 2%
Museum, historic site - -
A ttraction 1 1%
Tourism promotion/advertising 4 4%
Other 13 12%
Increase 56 54%
Decrease 28 27%
Remained the same 19 18%
Better marketing 22 39%
Improved website 16 29%
Expanded operations/services 10 18%
Returning guests 28 50%
Little competition In my area 3 5%
Affordability of what we offer 21 38%
U.S. economy 11 20%
Canadian exchange rate 2 4%
Other foreign exchange rates 3 5%
More local travelers 12 21%
More regional travelers 13 23%
Special event(s) held In our area 3 5%
Weather 5 9%
Fire activity - -
Lack of fires 4 7%
Other 5 9%
respondents could check m ultiple answers * *n 5 6
Less advertising on our part 2 7%
Reduced offerings/services 1 4%
Fewer returning guests 6 22%
Increased competition in my area 11 41%
Our pricing may be too high 1 4%
U.S. economy 20 74%
Gas prices 11 41%
Exchange rates - -
Fewer local travelers 4 15%
Fewer regional travelers 4 15%
Fewer business travelers 2 7%
Fewer leisure travelers 9 33%
Changes In huntlng/flshing licenses 3 11%
Construction In area 2 7%
Weather 8 30%
Fire activity - -
Lack of fires 1 4%
Other 3 11%
respondents could check m ultiple answers; * *n 2 7
-
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Increase 58 56%
Decrease 11 11%
Remain the same 34 33%
If had 
Increase in 
2011 (n 66)
# %
If had a Decrease 
in 2011 (n 24)Outlook for 2012
ncrease
Remain the same
Bookings/inquires are up 30 53%
More/better marketing pursued 34 60%
Improved website 20 35%
Experiencing a gradual increase 28 49%
Expanded or improved our offerings 15 26%
Affordability of what we offer 22 39%
Little competition In my area 2 4%
More local travelers 12 21%
More regional travelers 14 25%
We get many repeat customers 35 61%
Canadian exchange rate 2 4%
Other foreign exchange rates 3 5%
U.S. economy 12 21%
Special events in our area 2 4%
We are new, so we are Increasing 7 12%
More business travelers 3 5%
Bookings/inquires are down 5
We ve done less marketing 1
Experiencing a gradual decrease 1
Reduced our offerings/services
Our pricing may be too high 1
Increased competition In my area 3
Expect fewer leisure travelers 2
Expect fewer business travelers 1
Expect fewer local travelers 1
Expect fewer regional travelers 2
Changes in huntlng/flshing licenses 2
Gas prices 4
U.S. economy 9
Global economy 5
Other 1
respondents could check m ultiple answers * * n l l
Expand current business or site 21 21%
Renovate current site 9 9%
Add more sites/business elsewhere 4 4%
Downsize current business or site 1 1%
Close down/sell business or site 2 2%
Remain the same 68 69%
respondents could check m ultiple answers * *n 9 9
respondents could check m ultiple answers 
*n 57
Last minute bookings 40 41% 35 36% 12 12% 10%
Walk in patrons 19 19% 20 20% 10 10% 50%
Retail sales 12 13% 9 10% 4 4% 73%
Dining out 8 9% 9 10% 3 3% 78%
Length of stay 21 23% 50 54% 10 11% 13%
Visitors seeking less expensive activities 36 40% 31 34% 2 2% 23%
# of Montanans traveling within the state 19 21% 46 51% 8 9% 19%
Canadian Visitors 19 21% 40 45% 16 18% 16%
Overseas Visitors 28 32% 30 34% 18 21% 14%
row  percents do not add to 100 because respondents could answer does not apply
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...provide recycling bins for customers 30% 12% 9% 22% 27% 2.30
...provide recycling bins for your employees 30% 7% 8% 16% 40% 2.16
...sell Montana made products 14% 7% 16% 9% 54% 2.42
...serve locally grown foods 9% 11% 12% 12% 57% 2.63
...purchase local/regionally made products 13% 25% 26% 7% 29% 2.37
...aim to purchase 'made In USA' products 18% 32% 25% 6% 19% 2.24
...work towards reducing energy consumption 37% 34% 13% 3% 13% 1.79
...provide health care benefits for employees 11% 8% 4% 25% 53% 2.91
...encourage car poollng/walking/blking/busing to work 20% 3% 12% 13% 52% 2.39
...suggest local retailers to your customers 71% 16% 5% 2% 6% 1.35
...donate money or time to local causes 31% 24% 27% 5% 13% 2.07
 Scale: 1 AII the Tim e  to  5 N ot at AN  (m ean does not Include the not applicable  responses)
Yellowstone Country: Tourism Jobs for 2011
Seasonal PT, 299
Seasonal FT, 1 0 2 4
F u ll T ime, 439
Part T im e, 2 2 4
Yellowstone Country Summary
Respondents from  Yellowstone Country (54%) experienced an Increase In 2011 visitation, which was tied fo r highest, 
w ith Custer and Missouri River Countries, o f the travel regions In Montana. Yellowstone Country respondents are very 
hopeful fo r 2012 since only 11 percent believe they w ill have a decrease In 2012. The number one reason fo r a positive 
outlook Is the amount o f returning guests and the ir pursuit of more and better marketing.
Yellowstone Country tourism Industry respondents Indicated that suggesting local retailers to  customers and working 
towards reducing energy consumption were the most frequent responses to  supporting GeotourIsm In Montana. The 
statement, provide health care benefits to  employees,  received the lowest frequency rating by the Industry.
Future business plans by respondents In Yellowstone Country Indicate they w ill make no changes to  the ir business 
(69%); however, 30 percent said they w ill e ither expand or renovate In 2011. Similar to  Glacier Country respondents, 
this Indicates a healthy attitude fo r the ir business and the fu ture of tourism In Montana.
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Gold W est Country
Average (mean) years business operated by current owners: 11.39 
Average (mean) years of business operation at current location: 28.48 
Range in years of operation by current owner: 1 year  37 years 
Range in years of operation at current location: 1  111 years 
Sample size: 61
Gold West Country
Gold West Country respondents represent 
18% of all respondents to  the outlook 
survey. The accommodation sector 
represents 40% of all types of tourism 
businesses In this region s survey results.
percent m ay not add to  100 (rounding)
percent m ay not add to  100 (rounding)
Motel/hotel 11 18%
Bed & Breakfast 2 3%
Ranches, resorts, lodges, hostels, hot 
springs
4 7%
Vacation homes, condos, cabins 6 10%
Public campgrounds 1 2%
Private campgrounds - -
Outfitter/Guide 11 18%
Land management agency - -
Tours 3 5%
Travel planners - -
Event planners - -
Vehicle rentals - -
Ski area 2 3%
Museum, historic site 4 7%
Attraction 4 7
Tourism promotion/advertising 5 8%
Other 5 8%
Increase 27 45%
Decrease 25 42%
Remained the same 7 13%
Better marketing 14 56%
Improved website 10 40%
Expanded operations/services 4 16%
Returning guests 17 68%
Little competition In my area
Affordability of what we offer 6 24%
U.S. economy 5 20%
Canadian exchange rate 4 16%
Other foreign exchange rates 4 16%
More local travelers 9 36%
More regional travelers 8 32%
Special event(s) held In our area 4 16%
W eather 2 8%
Fire activity 1 4%
Lack of fires 2 8%
Other 2 8%
respondents could check m ultiple answers * *n 2 5
Less advertising on our part 1 4%
Reduced offerings/services 2 8%
Fewer returning guests 8 33%
Increased competition In my area 1 4%
Our pricing may be too high 1 4%
U.S. economy 15 63%
Gas prices 12 50%
Exchange rates - -
Fewer local travelers 3 13
Fewer regional travelers 7 29%
Fewer business travelers 1 4%
Fewer leisure travelers 8 33%
Changes In huntlng/flshing licenses 6 25%
Construction In area 3 13%
Weather 10 42%
Fire activity 1 4%
Lack of fires - -
Other 2 8%
respondents could check m ultiple answers; * *n 2 4
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Increase 29 49%
Decrease 9 15%
Remain the same 21 36%
If had 
Increase in 
2011 (n 26)
# %
If had a decrease 
in 2011 (n 17)Outlook for 2011
ncrease
Remain the same
Bookings/inquires are up 6 21%
More/better marketing pursued 13 45%
Improved website 7 24%
Experiencing a gradual increase 11 38%
Expanded or improved our offerings 11 38%
Affordability of what we offer 8 28%
Little competition In my area 2 7%
More local travelers 7 24%
More regional travelers 7 24%
We get many repeat customers 18 62%
Canadian exchange rate 5 17%
Other foreign exchange rates 3 10%
U.S. economy 7 24%
Special events In our area 5 17%
We are new, so we are Increasing 3 10%
More business travelers 1 3%
Bookings/inquires are down 6
We ve done less marketing 1
Experiencing a gradual decrease 2
Reduced our offerings/services
Our pricing may be too high
Increased competition In my area 1
Expect fewer leisure travelers 5
Expect fewer business travelers 4
Expect fewer local travelers 3
Expect fewer regional travelers 7
Changes in hunting/fishing licenses 7
Gas prices
U.S. economy 7
Global economy 4
Other
respondents could check m ultiple answers * *n 9
Expand current business or site 11 19%
Renovate current site 9 15%
Add more sites/business elsewhere - -
Downsize current business or site 1 2%
Close down/sell business or site 3 5%
Remain the same 39 66%
respondents could check m ultiple answers * *n 5 9
respondents could check m ultiple answers 
*n 29
Last minute bookings 18 31% 11 19% 11 19% 31%
Walk in patrons 19 33% 11 19% 15 26% 22%
Retail sales 5 9% 7 13% 9 17% 60%
Dining out 1 2% 4 8% 4 8% 82%
Length of stay 11 21% 18 34% 7 13% 32%
Visitors seeking less expensive activities 17 32% 14 26% 1 2% 41%
# of Montanans traveling within the state 16 29% 22 40% 10 18% 13%
Canadian Visitors 14 26% 21 39% 7 13% 22%
Overseas visitors 13 24% 19 35% 9 17% 24%
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...provide recycling bins for customers 21% 7% 10% 26% 36% 2.65
...provide recycling bins for your employees 25% 7% 3% 24% 41% 2.43
...sell Montana made products 20% 20% 17% 10% 32% 2.25
...serve locally grown foods 5% 12% 19% 3% 60% 2.52
...purchase local/regionally made products 11% 34% 30% 2% 23% 2.30
...aim to purchase 'made In USA' products 18% 28% 28% 2% 23% 2.17
...work towards reducing energy consumption 34% 27% 22% 3% 14% 1.94
...provide health care benefits for employees 12% 7% 9% 26% 46% 2.90
...encourage car poollng/walking/blking/busing to work 11% 9% 12% 19% 49% 2.79
...suggest local retailers to your customers 56% 31% 3% 2% 8% 1.46
...donate money or time to local causes 34% 29% 29% 2% 7% 1.98
*Scale: 1 All the tim e  to 4  N ot at All  (m ean does not include the not applicable  responses)
Gold West Country: Tourism Jobs for 2011
Seasonal PT, 159
F ull T im e, 399
Seasonal FT, 2 7 8
P ar t T im e, 115
Gold West Country Summary
Forty five percent of Gold West Country respondents experienced an Increase in 2011 visitation. This Is nine percent 
less than Custer/Missouri River and Yellowstone country respondents but twelve percent higher than Russell country. 
While roughly half, (49%) expect an Increase in 2012, those who believe 2012 will be worse than 2011 Indicate the US 
economy, changes in hunting and fishing licenses, and fewer regional travelers may have an effect. The number one 
reason fo r a positive outlook Is an expectation of repeat customers and the pursuit o f more or better marketing which 
would draw visitors to  the ir area.
Gold West Country tourism Industry respondents indicated tha t suggesting local retailers to  customers and working 
towards reducing energy consumption were the ir most frequent ways of supporting Geotourism In Montana. The 
statement, provide health care benefits to  employees,  received the lowest frequency rating by the Gold West Country 
industry respondents.
Sixty six percent of Gold West Country respondents said they w ill make no changes to  the ir business In 2012; however, 
34 percent o f businesses In the region said they w ill e ither expand or renovate in 2012. This number Is similar to  Glacier 
and Yellowstone country and indicates a healthy a ttitude fo r business in the upcoming year.
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Russell Country
Average (mean) years business operated by current owners: 14.06 
Average (mean) years of business operation at current location: 24.37 
Range in years of operation by current owner: 1 3 5  years 
Range in years of operation at current location: 3  135 years 
Sample size: 36
Custer Country
Russell Country respondents represent 11% 
of all respondents to  the outlook survey. 
The accommodation sector represents 51% 
of all types o f tourism businesses In this 
region s survey results.
percent m ay not add to  100 (rounding)
percent m ay not add to  100 (rounding)
Motel/hotel 5 14%
Bed & Breakfast 2 6%
Ranches, resorts, lodges, hostels, hot 
springs
4 11%
Vacation homes, condos, cabins 6 17%
Public campgrounds - -
Private campgrounds 1 3%
Outfitter/Guide 9 26%
Land management agency - -
Tours 1 3%
Travel planners 1 3%
Event planners - -
Vehicle rentals - -
Ski area - -
Museum, historic site 2 6%
Attraction - -
Tourism promotion/advertising 2 6%
Other 2 6%
Increase 12 33%
Decrease 14 39%
Remained the same 10 28%
Better marketing 4 33%
Improved website 5 42%
Expanded operations/services 2 17%
Returning guests 9 75%
Little competition In my area 1 8%
Affordability of what we offer 4 33%
U.S. economy 4 33%
Canadian exchange rate 3 25%
Other foreign exchange rates 1 8%
More local travelers 3 25%
More regional travelers 4 33%
Special event(s) held In our area 2 17%
W eather 2 17%
Fire activity - -
Lack of fires 1 8%
Other 3 25%
respondents could check m ultiple answers * *n 1 2
Less advertising on our part 1 7%
Reduced offerings/services - -
Fewer returning guests 4 29%
Increased competition In my area 1 7%
Our pricing may be too high 2 14%
U.S. economy 9 64%
Gas prices 8 57%
Exchange rates - -
Fewer local travelers 1 7%
Fewer regional travelers 3 21%
Fewer business travelers - -
Fewer leisure travelers 3 21%
Changes In huntlng/flshing licenses 6 43%
Construction In area - -
Weather 7 50%
Fire activity - -
Lack of fires - -
Other 2 14%
respondents could check m ultiple answers; * *n 1 4
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Increase 11 32%
Decrease 3 9%
Remain the same 20 59%
If had 
Increase in 
2011 (n 12)
# %
If had a decrease 
in 2011 (n 13)Outlook for 2012
ncrease
Remain the same
Bookings/inquires are up 4 36%
More/better marketing pursued 6 55%
Improved website 1 9%
Experiencing a gradual increase 3 27%
Expanded or improved our offerings 5 46%
Affordability of what we offer 3 27%
Little competition In my area - -
More local travelers 2 18%
More regional travelers 1 9%
We get many repeat customers 6 55%
Canadian exchange rate 3 28%
Other foreign exchange rates 1 9%
U.S. economy 1 9%
Special events In our area 3 27%
We are new, so we are increasing 2 18%
More business travelers 1 9%
Bookings/inquires are down 2
We ve done less marketing
Experiencing a gradual decrease
Reduced our offerings/services
Our pricing may be too high
Increased competition In my area
Expect fewer leisure travelers 2
Expect fewer business travelers
Expect fewer local travelers 1
Expect fewer regional travelers 1
Changes in hunting/fishing licenses 2
Gas prices 2
U.S. economy 2
Global economy 1
Other
respondents could check m ultiple answers n 3
Expand current business or site 4 12%
Renovate current site 7 21%
Add more sites/business elsewhere 1 3%
Downsize current business or site 1 3%
Close down/sell business or site 1 3%
Remain the same 23 70%
respondents could check m ultiple answers * *n 3 3
respondents could check m ultiple answers 
* * n l l
Last minute bookings 8 24% 17 50% 4 12% 15%
Walk in patrons 6 18% 13 38% 6 18% 27%
Retail sales 3 9% 8 24% 4 12% 55%
Dining out - - 6 17% 1 3% 78%
Length of stay 5 15% 18 55% 4 12% 18%
Visitors seeking less expensive activities 13 39% 12 36% 2 6% 18%
# of Montanans traveling within the state 10 32% 13 42% 3 10% 16%
Canadian Visitors 11 33% 9 27% 3 9% 30%
Overseas Visitors 6 18% 7 21% 7 21% 39%
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...provide recycling bins for customers 15% 12% 38% 35% 3.14
...provide recycling bins for your employees 12% 6% 32% 50% 3.18
...sell Montana made products 12% 6% 29% 12% 41% 2.70
...serve locally grown foods 3% 15% 12% 12% 59% 2.79
...purchase local/regionally made products 12% 21% 24% 9% 33% 2.45
...aim to purchase 'made In USA' products 15% 29% 27% 6% 24% 2.31
...work towards reducing energy consumption 38% 21% 21% 3% 18% 1.86
...provide health care benefits for employees 8% 3% 27% 62% 3.15
...encourage car poollng/walking/blking/busing to work 7% 7% 19% 68% 3.20
...suggest local retailers to your customers 74% 14% 6% 6% 1.27
...donate money or time to local causes 35% 27% 32% 6% 1.97
*Scale: 1 All the Time  to 4  Not at All  (m ean does not include the not applicable  responses)
Russell Country: Tourism Jobs for 2011
Seasonal PT, 35
Seasonal FT, 36
F u l l T im e ,8 g
P art T im e, 72
Russell Country Summary
Tourism business owners In Russell Country experienced more businesses w ith a decrease (39%) than businesses w ith  an 
Increase (33%) In 2011. However, only nine percent expect a decrease and th irty tw o  percent expect an Increase In 
2012. While the sample size fo r Russell Country Is relatively small at 36 respondents, the data does show a trend of 
cautiousness, but seem to  be optim istic or expect business to  stay relatively the same In 2012. Respondents stated tha t 
the U.S. economy and gas prices are the top tw o reasons fo r the decline to  the ir area.
Russell Country tourism Industry respondents Indicated tha t suggesting local retails to  customers and working towards 
reducing energy consumption were the ir most frequent ways of supporting GeotourIsm In Montana. Similar to 
Custer/Missouri River countries the statement, encourage car poollng/walklng/blklng/busing to  work,  received the 
lowest priority rating by the Russell Country Industry respondents.
Although th irty-n ine percent of respondents saw a decrease In 2011, th irty-th ree percent of businesses plan on 
expanding or renovating the ir business In 2012. Those who are optim istic are putting the ir efforts Into better marketing 
and working w ith repeat customers to  get them to  return.
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Custer Country and Missouri River Country
Average (mean) years business operated by current owners: 13.58 
Average (mean) years of business operation at current location: 26.48 
Range in years of operation by current owner: 6 months  45 years 
Range in years of operation at current location: 3 8 0  years 
Sample size: 35
Russell and Missouri River Countries
Custer Country respondents represent 6% 
(n 19) of all respondents to  the outlook survey 
while Missouri River respondents represent 
5% (n 16). Due to  sample size, these tw o 
regions were combined in this analysis.
percent m ay not add to  100 (rounding)
Motel/hotel 8 23%
Bed & Breakfast 1 3%
Ranches, resorts, lodges, hostels, hot 
springs
- -
Vacation homes, condos, cabins 1 3%
Public campgrounds 2 6%
Private campgrounds 3 9%
Outfitter/Guide 7 20%
Land management agency 1 3%
Tours 2 6%
Travel planners - -
Event planners - -
Vehicle rentals - -
Ski area - -
Museum, historic site 3 9%
Attraction - -
Tourism promotion/advertising 5 14%
Other 2 6%
Increase 19 54%
Decrease 10 29%
Remained the same 6 17%
Better marketing 6 32%
Improved website 6 32%
Expanded operations/services 1 5%
Returning guests 11 58%
Little competition in my area 2 11%
Affordability of what we offer 7 37%
U.S. economy 1 5%
Canadian exchange rate 5 26%
Other foreign exchange rates 1 5%
More local travelers 5 26%
More regional travelers 6 32%
Special event(s) held in our area 6 32%
W eather 3 16%
Fire activity - -
Lack of fires 1 5%
Other 8 42%
respondents could check m ultiple answers * *n 1 9
Less advertising on our part
Reduced offerings/services
Fewer returning guests
Increased competition in my area
Our pricing may be too high
U.S. economy 5
Gas prices 3
Exchange rates
Fewer local travelers
Fewer regional travelers
Fewer business travelers
Fewer leisure travelers
Changes in hunting/fishing licenses 2
Construction in area 2
Weather 3
Fire activity
Lack of fires
Other
respondents could check m ultiple answers; * *n 8
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Increase 17 50%
Decrease 7 21%
Remain the same 10 29%
If had 
Increase in 
2011 (n 19)
# %
If had a Decrease 
in 2011 (n 9)Outlook for 2012
ncrease
Remain the same
Bookings/inquires are up 5 29%
M ore/better marketing pursued 5 29%
Improved website 5 29%
Experiencing a gradual increase 8 47%
Expanded or Improved our offerings 3 17%
Affordability of what we offer 8 47%
Little competition In my area - -
More local travelers 3 18%
More regional travelers 5 29%
We get many repeat customers 6 35%
Canadian exchange rate 1 6%
Other foreign exchange rates - -
U.S. economy 1 6%
Special events In our area 4 24%
We are new, so we are Increasing 1 6%
More business travelers 4 24%
Bookings/inquires are down
We ve done less marketing
Experiencing a gradual decrease 1
Reduced our offerings/services 1
Our pricing may be too high
Increased competition In my area
Expect fewer leisure travelers 1
Expect fewer business travelers
Expect fewer local travelers 2
Expect fewer regional travelers 1
Changes In huntlng/flshing licenses 3
Gas prices 6
U.S. economy 6
Global economy 4
Other 2
respondents could check m ultiple answers * *n 7
Expand current business or site 4 12%
Renovate current site 3 9%
Add more sites/business elsewhere 3 9%
Downsize current business or site 1 3%
Close down/sell business or site 2 6%
Remain the same 21 64%
respondents could check m ultiple answers * *n 3 3
respondents could check m ultiple answers 
*n 17
Last minute bookings 9 29% 5 16% 3 10% 45%
Walk in patrons 10 31% 7 22% 4 13% 34%
Retail sales 2 7% 7 23% - - 70%
Dining out 1 3% 3 10% 2 7% 79%
Length of stay 14 45% 7 23% 1 3% 29%
Visitors seeking less expensive activities 9 29% 10 32% 3 10% 29%
# of Montanans traveling within the state 9 29% 12 39% 5 16% 16%
Canadian Visitors 9 31% 11 38% 4 14% 17%
Overseas Visitors 4 14% 11 38% 6 21% 28%
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...provide recycling bins for customers 9% 9% 12% 27% 42% 3.00
...provide recycling bins for your employees 24% 9% 3% 18% 46% 2.28
...sell Montana made products 18% 9% 21% 12% 41% 2.45
...serve locally grown foods 6% 15% 15% 12% 52% 2.69
...purchase local/regionally made products 12% 35% 9% 9% 35% 2.23
...aim to purchase 'made In USA' products 21% 33% 9% 6% 30% 2.00
...work towards reducing energy consumption 27% 29% 18% 6% 21% 2.04
...provide health care benefits for employees 6% 3% 6% 32% 53% 3.34
...encourage car poollng/walking/blking/busing to work 6% 12% 21% 61% 3.38
...suggest local retailers to your customers 73% 15% 6% 6% 1.29
...donate money or time to local causes 37% 14% 26% 3% 20% 1.93
*Scale: 1 All the Time  to 4  Not at All  (m ean does not include the not applicable  responses)
Custer and Missouri River Country: Tourism Jobs 
for 2011
Seasonal PT, 40  
Seasonal FT, 45
X  7%
P art T im e, 139 F u ! ! T lm e ,3 1 4
Custer and Missouri River Country Summary
Custer and Missouri Country Tourism business owners experienced a tie  w ith  Yellowstone country fo r the highest 
increase in 2011(54%). Fifty percent of the business owners are very optim istic by expecting an increase in 2012, while 
twenty one percent expect a decrease. Respondents stated tha t returning guests were the reason 2011 was good and 
are experiencing a gradual increase and th ink affordability of what they offer w ill support the increase expected for
2012.
Russell and Missouri River Country tourism  industry respondents indicated suggesting local retailers to  customers and 
donating money or tim e to  local causes were the ir most frequent ways of supporting Geotourism in Montana. Like 
respondents from  Russell Country, the statement, encourage car pooling/walking/biking/busing to  work,  received the 
lowest frequency rating by the Custer and Missouri River Country industry respondents. Interestingly, however, 
respondents in these tw o regions had the lowest overall ratings o f all seven charter related priorities compared to 
respondents elsewhere. While the order of priority is the same, these business owners appear to  be less likely to  whole
heartedly support the Montana Tourism Charter.
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M otel/H otel
Average (mean) years business operated by current owners: 11.60 
Average (mean) years of business operation at current location: 32.71 
Range in years of operation by current owner: 1 6 5  years 
Range in years of operation at current location: 4  130 years 
Sample size: 55
Glacier Country 18 33%
Yellowstone Country 13 24%
Gold West Country 11 20%
Russell Country 5 9%
Custer Country 3 6%
Missouri River Country 5 9
M otel/hote l - -
Bed & Breakfast 1 4%
Ranches, resorts, lodges, hostels, hot
2 7%
springs
Vacation homes, condos, cabins 1 4%
Public campgrounds 2 7%
Private campgrounds 2 7%
O utfitter/Guide - -
Tours 1 4%
Travel planners 1 4%
Event planners 2 7%
Vehicle rentals - -
Ski area - -
Museum, historic site - -
A ttraction - -
Tourism promotion/advertising - -
Wagon Train/Cattle Drive
Other 5 19%
Increase 27 49%
Decrease 20 36%
Remained the same 8 15%
Better marketing 8 30%
Improved website 6 22%
Expanded operations/services 3 11%
Returning guests 13 48%
Little competition in my area 2 7%
Affordability of what we offer 12 44%
U.S. economy 5 19%
Canadian exchange rate 5 19%
Other foreign exchange rates 3 11%
More local travelers 3 11%
More regional travelers 5 19%
Special event(s) held in our area 6 22%
W eather 3 11%
Fire activity - -
Lack of fires 1 4%
Other 10 37%
respondents could check m ultiple answers; * *n 2 7
Less advertising on our part 1 5%
Reduced offerings/services 1 5%
Fewer returning guests 5 25%
Increased competition in my area 4 20%
Our pricing may be too high 1 5%
U.S. economy 14 70%
Gas prices 14 70%
Exchange rates - -
Fewer local travelers 5 25%
Fewer regional travelers 3 15%
Fewer business travelers 6 30%
Fewer leisure travelers 8 40%
Changes in hunting/fishing licenses 5 25%
Construction in area 4 20%
Weather 13 65%
Fire activity 2 10%
Lack of fires 2 10%
Other 1 5%
respondents could check m ultiple answers; * *n 2 0
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Increase 20 36%
Decrease 12 22%
Remain the same 23 42%
If had 
Increase in 
2011 (n 27)
# %
If had a decrease 
in 2011 (n 20)Outlook for 2012
ncrease
Remain the same
Bookings/inquires are up 9 45%
More/better marketing pursued 9 45%
Improved website 4 20%
Experiencing a gradual increase 6 30%
Expanded or improved our offerings 5 25%
Affordability of what we offer 8 40%
Little competition In my area - -
More local travelers 2 10%
More regional travelers 3 15%
We get many repeat customers 11 55%
Canadian exchange rate 2 10%
Other foreign exchange rates 1 5%
U.S. economy 1 5%
Special events In our area 2 10%
We are new, so we are increasing - -
More business travelers 4 20%
Bookings/inquires are down 4
We ve done less marketing
Experiencing a gradual decrease 3
Reduced our offerings/services 1
Our pricing may be too high
Increased competition In my area
Expect fewer leisure travelers 7
Expect fewer business travelers 6
Expect fewer local travelers 4
Expect fewer regional travelers 5
Changes in huntlng/flshing licenses 4
Gas prices 11
U.S. economy 10
Global economy 7
Other 2
respondents could check m ultiple answers * *n 1 2
Expand current business or site 4 8%
Renovate current site 11 21%
Add more sites/business elsewhere 3 6%
Downsize current business or site 1 2
Close down/sell business or site 3 6%
Remain the same 36 68%
respondents could check m ultiple answers * *n 5 5
respondents could check m ultiple answers 
*n 20
Last minute bookings 28 51% 19 35% 8 15%
Walk-in patrons 25 46% 19 35% 11 20% -
Retail sales 4 8% 9 18% 5 10% 63%
Dining out 4 8% 10 20% 5 10% 61%
Length of stay 14 26% 24 45% 12 23% 6%
Visitors seeking less expensive activities 17 33% 19 37% 3 6% 25%
# of Montanans traveling within the state 12 24% 29 58% 7 14% 4%
Canadian Visitors 21 40% 22 42% 9 17% 2%
Overseas Visitors 10 19% 26 50% 14 27% 4%
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...provide recycling bins for customers 15% 13% 17% 40% 15% 2.96
...provide recycling bins for your employees 26% 13% 9% 28% 24% 2.51
...sell Montana made products 9% 17% 26% 15% 33% 2.69
...serve locally grown foods 6% 14% 17% 17% 46% 2.86
...purchase local/regionally made products 8% 23% 38% 11% 21% 2.67
...aim to purchase 'made In USA' products 17% 26% 35% 7% 15% 2.39
...work towards reducing energy consumption 42% 42% 9% 4% 4% 1.75
...provide health care benefits for employees 23% 13% 11% 28% 25% 2.60
...encourage car poollng/walking/blking/busing to work 15% 6% 14% 35% 31% 2.97
...suggest local retailers to your customers 80% 15% 6% - - 1.26
...donate money or time to local causes 43% 35% 19% 2% 2% 1.79
*Scale: 1 All the Time  to 4  N ot at All  (m ean does not include the not applicable  responses)
M otel/H otel: Tourism Jobs for 2011
Seasonal PT, 169
/  \  \  F u l l T im e ,1115
1 ^QO/ ' 40% )
Seasonal FT, 1 079  3 9 %
Hotel/motel  47% of
15% all jobs reported by
businesses
Part T im e, 4 2 6
Hotel/Motel Summary
The hotel/m otel tourism business respondents were on par w ith  most other tourism segments w ith  Increases In 2011. 
Forty-nine percent experienced an Increase o f visitation In 2011, while th irty-six experienced a decrease. This increase 
in hote l/m otel visitation was attributed to  affordability of what they offer and returning guests. The 36 percent who 
said they had a decrease In 2011 were most likely to  say the U.S. economy followed by gas prices and weather.
When looking at supporting Geotourism In Montana, the hote l/m otel sector indicated tha t they most frequently suggest 
local retailers to  customers and work towards reducing energy consumption to  support GeotourIsm in Montana. 
Conversely, the statement encourage car poollng/walking/blking/busing to  work,  was the lowest frequency rating of 
the hote l/m otel sector in 2011. Overall, the hote l/m otel sector had a high frequency of supporting Geotourism as their 
means were all In the most of the tim e  response average.
Forty percent o f those employed in the hote l/m otel sector are fu ll tim e employees Immediately followed by 39 percent 
who were employed as seasonal fu ll tim e positions. Employment In the hotel sector, therefore is filled mostly by fu ll
tim e positions.
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Hotel/Motel comment Section
Due to  the w o lf predation problem, our 2nd season  Is disappearing. If this Issue Is not addressed 
Montana w ill suffer a huge loss In the hunting areas In $'s.
For those of us who own hospitality businesses adjacent to  Glacier National Park, we can only hope 
the main road to  Avalanche Creek Is kept open through the w in ter to  enable the Golng-to-the-Sun 
Road to  be opened on tim e next year. To have an already short peak season shortened even more Is a 
real potential death to  businesses In this area. Our take on If you build It, they w ill come  Is If It's 
not open (GNP), they don t come.
It seems to  me tha t the number of actual tourists  who stay here Is down from  previous years. What 
has Increased Is the number of business travelers due to  the oil boom In this area.
Montana needs sales tax!
Our business Improved In 2011 mainly due to  contractors In the off season.
Tourism, education, health care, banking, retail and agriculture are our top Industries. Tourism has 
the most potential to  grow and w ith  the TBID and advent of more sophisticated sports and tourism 
marketing the fu ture Is even brighter fo r our Industry In Glacier Region.
Unfortunately our US economy prevents us from  having a positive outlook fo r a more profitable year 
next year than last. We plan to  conserve as much as possible and hire fewer people If we can. The 
antl buslness climate our current administration has does not promote hope fo r us. The only hope we 
have Is fo r a more conservative spending approach In Washington and fo r the current president to  be 
voted out In a year.
While some areas of the state had a good year because o f the ON Spill/ ON growth, we found a huge 
decrease In visitors, especially May & June, possibly because o f the bad weather & flooding. Our 
business was down 20% over last year s numbers. I have no Idea what the coming year w ill bring.
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Vacation Homes/Condos/Cabins
Average (mean) years business operated by current owners: 8.93 
Average (mean) years of business operation at current location: 11.68 
Range in years of operation by current owner: - 2 -  40 years 
Range in years of operation at current location: 2 9 0  years 
Sample size: 73
Glacier Country 24 33%
Yellowstone Country 35 49%
Gold West Country 6 8%
Russell Country 6 8%
Custer Country - -
Missouri River Country 1 1%
percent m ay not add to  100 (rounding)
M otel/hote l 1 4%
Bed & Breakfast 2 8%
Ranches, resorts, lodges, hostels, 
hot springs
5 19%
Vacation homes, condos, cabins 7 27%
Public campgrounds 1 4%
Private campgrounds 1 4%
O utfitter/Guide
Tours - -
Travel planners 1 4%
Event planners - -
Vehicle rentals 1 4%
Ski area 5 19%
Museum, historic site - -
A ttraction 3 12%
Tourism promotion/advertising 1 4%
Wagon Train/Cattle Drive - -
Land Management Agency - -
Other 2 8%
Increase 40 56%
Decrease 19 26%
Remained the same 13 18%
Better marketing 10 26%
Improved website 7 18%
Expanded operations/services 2 5%
Returning guests 25 64%
Little competition in my area 3 7%
Affordability of what we offer 16 41%
U.S. economy 10 27%
Canadian exchange rate 2 5%
Other foreign exchange rates 1 3%
More local travelers 7 18%
More regional travelers 11 28%
Special event(s) held in our area 1 3%
W eather 6 15%
Fire activity - -
Lack of fires 3 8%
Other 2 5%
respondents could check m ultiple answers * *n 3 9
Less advertising on our part 3 16%
Reduced offerings/services 1 5%
Fewer returning guests 7 37%
Increased competition in my area 9 47%
Our pricing may be too high 3 16%
U.S. economy 14 74%
Gas prices 10 53%
Exchange rates - -
Fewer local travelers 3 16%
Fewer regional travelers 6 32%
Fewer business travelers - -
Fewer leisure travelers 6 32%
Changes in hunting/fishing licenses 2 11%
Construction in area - -
W eather 5 26%
Fire activity 1 5%
Lack of fires - -
Other - -
respondents could check m ultiple answers; * *n 1 9
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Increase 31 43%
Decrease 6 8%
Remain the same 35 49%
If had 
Increase in 
2011 (n 39)
# %
If had a decrease 
in 2011 (n 19)Outlook for 2012
ncrease
Remain the same
Bookings/inquires are up 18 58%
M ore/better marketing pursued 11 36%
Improved website 4 13%
Experiencing a gradual increase 21 68%
Expanded or Improved our offerings 5 16%
Affordability of what we offer 15 48%
Little competition In my area 1 3%
More local travelers 5 16%
More regional travelers 8 26%
We get many repeat customers 18 58%
Canadian exchange rate 2 7%
Other foreign exchange rates 1 3%
U.S. economy 6 19%
Special events In our area 2 7%
We are new, so we are Increasing 5 16%
More business travelers 1 3%
Bookings/inquires are down 5
We ve done less marketing 1
Experiencing a gradual decrease
Reduced our offerings/services
Our pricing may be too high 1
Increased competition In my area 2
Expect fewer leisure travelers 2
Expect fewer business travelers
Expect fewer local travelers 2
Expect fewer regional travelers 2
Changes In huntlng/flshing licenses
Gas prices 3
U.S. economy 5
Global economy 3
Other
respondents could check m ultiple answers * *n 6
Expand current business or site 5 7%
Renovate current site 7 10%
Add more sites/business elsewhere 2 3%
Downsize current business or site 1 1%
Close down/sell business or site 1 1%
Remain the same 58 82%
respondents could check m ultiple answers * *n 7 1
respondents could check m ultiple answers 
*n 31
Last minute bookings 26 37% 27 39% 9 13% 11%
Walk in patrons 4 6% 9 13% 5 8% 73%
Retail sales 5 8% 2 3% 3 5% 85%
Dining out 1 2% 7 11% 5 8% 80%
Length of stay 17 25% 38 55% 9 13% 7%
Visitors seeking less expensive activities 21 32% 23 35% - - 32%
# of Montanans traveling within the state 15 23% 32 50% 9 14% 13%
Canadian Visitors 14 22% 25 39% 13 20% 19%
Overseas Visitors 11 18% 24 38% 13 21% 24%
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...provide recycling bins for customers 32% 7% 7% 38% 16% 2.60
...provide recycling bins for your employees 5% 6% 3% 32% 54% 3.37
...sell Montana made products 8% 2% 5% 15% 72% 2.95
...serve locally grown foods 5% 5% 9% 82% 3.25
...purchase local/regionally made products 8% 18% 19% 9% 46% 2.56
...aim to purchase 'made In USA' products 9% 32% 21% 8% 30% 2.39
...work towards reducing energy consumption 31% 33% 18% 3% 15% 1.91
...provide health care benefits for employees 2% 2% 21% 76% 3.69
...encourage car poollng/walking/blking/busing to work 2% 2% 3% 15% 79% 3.50
...suggest local retailers to your customers 59% 24% 7% 3% 7% 1.50
...donate money or time to local causes 17% 20% 41% 7% 15% 2.44
*Scale: 1 All the Time  to 4  Not at All  (m ean does not include the not applicable  responses)
Vacation Homes/Condos/Cabins:
Tourism Jobs for 2011
F u l l T im e ,29
Seasonal PT, 4 0  ^
/  33% 24% \ Vacation Rentals  2% of
/ all jobs reported byJ businesses
Seasonal FT, 11
P ar t T im e, 43
Vacation Homes/Condos/Cabins Summary
The rental sector of vacation homes, condos and cabins usually represents more extended stays of up to  a week or 
more. Just over half (56%) o f the respondents In this tourism business sector had an Increase In 2011, but 26 percent 
had a decrease. These rental homes/condos/cablns Indicated tha t the US economy and gas prices were the reason for 
the ir decrease, but those w ith  an Increase said the returning guests and affordability helped Increase the ir visitation In 
2011. Almost half of this sector expects 2011 to  remain the same In terms o f number of guests (49%), but 43 percent 
expect an Increase based on experiencing a gradual Increase and an Increase In bookings and Inquiries. The prospect of 
repeat guests Is another reason fo r an expected visitation Increase fo r 2012.
Owners of vacation homes, condos and rental cabins Indicated tha t suggesting local retailers to  customers was the most 
frequent way of supporting GeotourIsm In Montana. Similar to  most other sectors, providing health care benefits to 
employees,  was the least frequently rated response. Working towards reducing energy consumption was the only 
other response rated by vacation homes/condos/cablns to  be rated under a mean of 2.
The m ajority of vacation homes, condos and cabins are expected to  remain the same (82%) fo r 2012. Seventeen percent 
are expecting to  expand or renovate the ir current business. Many owners may be considering this because o f the 
Increase seen In 2011 s visitation.
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Vacation homes, Condos, Cabins Comment Section
Florida Is a big market fo r Montana but we never see any advertising (TV) in Florida fo r Montana. I 
th ink this would help summer business since everyone here is trying to  find a cool place to  visit.
Great questions. Easy to  understand and answer. Thanks
I am looking forward to  2012 and believe it w ill be our best professional year yet.
I have not changed the pricing fo r my luxury vacation rental since we started renting 5 years ago, but 
the number o f other homes renting in the area has more than trip led in the last 2 years. W hat is 
frustrating to  me is tha t comparable and even bigger homes than mine are often priced significantly 
less than my house to  rent. They appear to  be wealthy people who are renting a few  months each 
year to  help pay utilities, where as I am paying a real mortgage. I have been able to  keep my calendar 
reasonable full by offering numerous discounts and incentives. I have also had a record number o f last 
m inute rentals that have pulled me up to  my income goals every month even when I thought there 
was no chance to  make my target income. Fluctuations in the stock market seem to  have more affect 
on demand fo r our vacation home than the overall economy, whether it is last minute rentals or 
cancellations. I believe tha t my income was up in 2011 because the stock market has been up this 
year over all.
I have one small (one bedroom) vacation rental apartment in a super location. This year I had to  hire 
help cleaning because o f my hip surgery. Since my guests (many o f them returning) came fo r longer 
periods, this was not a serious problem. This month (November) is the firs t month I haven t had a 
single booking. I'm optim istic tha t return visitors w ill help keep me afloat and I am once again able to 
do my own cleaning.
I've had far fewer guests this year than in the previous 8 yrs. And, the reservations have all been made 
at the last m inute as opposed to  years past when they were made months in advance.
June was w et and cold in our area and we had virtually no business at all. Flowever, July, August and 
September exceeded 2010. Our bookings fo r the w in ter are currently zilch, w ith  literally no bookings 
until April, so our bookings fo r the w in ter months are far below what we had at this tim e last year. 
Flard to  figure it out. We can only hope tha t 2012 w ill be comparable to  2011.
Montana must work to  preserve our environment. If you drill and not th ink about what tha t does to 
our environment, we w ill lose why tourists come to  see and why I live here. We must work to  keep 
our wilderness area road less and implement river/creek setbacks so as maintain areas fo r w ildlife.
We can t forget tha t wolves, bison, grizzlies and other w ild life  were here before we were.
Our vacation rental business dropped to  almost nothing in 2011. In our best years, we were grossing 
around $6,000.00.
We are not really in the touris t business. We most often have referrals of people who want to  spend a 
week or so in the area. They want a fu lly  furnished house in the mountains. They want to  do the ir own 
cooking etc. We have fifteen hundred acres tha t they are welcome to  investigate. There is no 
television and you have to  bring your own phone. It is really fo r laid back people who are w illing to 
provide the ir own entertainm ent. We are very low keyed.
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We chose to  stick to  a 6 night length of stay  fo r visitors to  our cabin to  avoid back to back guests. 
This decreased our occupancy, but helped us in managing it.
We had more guests in September then in June. I th ink tha t this was due to  the weather. More 1 
couple families visited after Labor Day.
W ith gratitude ... I thank you all at the Institute fo r Tourism and Recreation Research  fo r your 
excellent contributions to  our Montana business!
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Ranches, Resorts, Lodges, Hostels & Hot Springs
Average (mean) years business operated by current owners: 13.62 
Average (mean) of business operation at current location: 41.35 
Range in years of operation by current owner: 1 6 5  years 
Range in years of operation at current location: 4  115 years 
Sample size: 26
Glacier Country 8 32%
Yellowstone Country 9 36%
Gold West Country 4 16%
Russell Country 4 16%
Custer Country - -
Missouri River Country - -
percent m ay not add to  100 (rounding)
Motel/hotel 4 21%
Bed & Breakfast 3 16%
Ranches, resorts, lodges, hostels, hot 
springs
- -
Vacation homes, condos, cabins 5 26%
Public campgrounds 1 5%
Private campgrounds 2 11%
Outfitter/Guide 9 47%
Tours 4 21%
Travel planners - -
Event planners 2 11%
Vehicle rentals - -
Ski area 3 16%
Museum, historic site 1 5%
Attraction - -
Tourism promotion/advertising - -
Wagon Train/Cattle Drive 2 11%
Government Land Agency - -
Other - -
Increase 13 50%
Decrease 9 35%
Remained the same 4 15%
Better marketing 9 69%
Improved website 9 69%
Expanded operations/services 1 8%
Returning guests 11 85%
Little competition in my area - -
A ffordability of what we offer 1 8%
U.S. economy 5 39%
Canadian exchange rate - -
Other foreign exchange rates 1 8%
More local travelers 2 15%
More regional travelers 1 8
Special event(s) held in our area - -
W eather - -
Fire activity - -
Lack of fires 2 15%
Other 1 8%
respondents could check m ultiple answers * *n 1 3
Less advertising on our part 1
Reduced offerings/services
Fewer returning guests 1
Increased competition in my area
Our pricing may be too high 1
U.S. economy 6
Gas prices 3
Exchange rates
Fewer local travelers
Fewer regional travelers 1
Fewer business travelers
Fewer leisure travelers 3
Changes in hunting/fishing licenses 3
Construction in area 1
Weather 3
Fire activity
Lack of fires
Other 1
respondents could check m ultiple answers; * *n 9
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Increase 11 44%
Decrease 3 12%
Remain the same 11 44%
If had 
Increase in 
2011 (n 12)
# %
If had a decrease 
in 2011 (n 9)Outlook for 2012
ncrease
Remain the same
Bookings/inquires are up 6 55%
More/better marketing pursued 7 64%
Improved website 6 55%
Experiencing a gradual increase 7 64%
Expanded or Improved our offerings 4 36%
Affordability of what we offer 1 9%
Little competition In my area 1 9%
More local travelers 2 18%
More regional travelers 2 18%
We get many repeat customers 9 82%
Canadian exchange rate - -
Other foreign exchange rates 2 18%
U.S. economy 2 18%
Special events In our area 1 9%
We are new, so we are Increasing 1 9%
More business travelers 2 18%
Bookings/Inquires are down 1
We ve done less marketing
Experiencing a gradual decrease
Reduced our offerings/services
Our pricing may be too high
Increased competition In my area
Expect fewer leisure travelers 1
Expect fewer business travelers
Expect fewer local travelers
Expect fewer regional travelers 1
Changes in hunting/fishing licenses 2
Gas prices
U.S. economy 2
Global economy 1
Other
respondents could check m ultiple answers n 3
Expand current business or site 5 20%
Renovate current site 7 28%
Add more sites/business elsewhere 1 4%
Downsize current business or site - -
Close down/sell business or site 3 12%
Remain the same 12 48%
respondents could check m ultiple answers * *n 2 5
respondents could check m ultiple answers 
* * n l l
Last minute bookings 9 35% 15 58% 2 8%
Walk in patrons 3 12% 7 28% 6 24% 36%
Retail sales 4 16% 5 20% 4 16% 48%
Dining out 2 8% 2 8% 5 20% 64%
Length of stay 9 35% 10 39% 6 23% 4%
Visitors seeking less expensive activities 8 35% 7 30% 3 13% 22%
# of Montanans traveling within the state 4 16% 12 48% 5 20% 16%
Canadian Visitors 5 22% 14 56% 3 12% 12%
Overseas Visitors 10 40% 8 32% 2 8% 20%
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...provide recycling bins for customers 39% 8% 8% 31% 15% 2.36
...provide recycling bins for your employees 62% 4% 8% 12% 15% 1.63
...sell Montana made products 27% 19% 35% 4% 15% 2.18
...serve locally grown foods 15% 23% 39% 4% 19% 2.38
...purchase local/regionally made products 20% 40% 28% 4% 8% 2.17
...aim to purchase 'made In USA' products 27% 39% 31% 4% 2.04
...work towards reducing energy consumption 54% 23% 19% 4% 1.73
...provide health care benefits for employees 8% 15% 8% 46% 23% 3.20
...encourage car poollng/walking/blking/busing to work 27% 7% 12% 4% 50% 1.85
...suggest local retailers to your customers 77% 4% 8% 12% 1.22
...donate money or time to local causes 50% 27% 19% 4% 1.77
*Scale: 1 All the Time  to 4  Not at All  (m ean does not include the not applicable  responses)
Ranches/Resorts/Lodges/Hostels/Hot Springs: 
Tourism Jobs for 2011
Seasonal PT, 117
F u l l T ime, 202
P ar t T im e, 35
Ranches/Resorts/Lodges/ 
Hostels & Hot Springs  
15% of all jobs reported 
by businesses
Seasonal FT, 5 1 8
Ranches, Resorts, Lodges, Hostels & Hot Springs Summary
Half (50%) o f business owners In the ranches, resorts, lodges, hostels and hot springs tourism sector had an Increase In 
visitation in 2011. Returning guests, better marketing, and an Improved website were the reasons attributed fo r the ir 
Increase. The U.S. economy was the number one reason stated fo r the 35 percent of these business owners who 
experienced a decrease. For 2012, fo rty-four percent of business owners expect an increase, fo rty-four percent expect 
to  remain the same as 2011 and only twelve percent expect a decrease in visitation.
Ranches, resorts, lodges, hostels and hot springs business owners indicated tha t suggesting local retailers to  customers 
was the most frequent action done to  support GeotourIsm in Montana, followed by providing recycling bins for 
employees. The statement, provide health care benefits to  employees,  received the lowest frequency rating by 
owners in this business sector.
Forty eight percent o f ranches, resorts, lodges, hostels and hot springs respondents said they w ill expand the ir current 
business, renovate the ir business, or add more sites elsewhere in 2012. Under half (48%) Indicate they w ill remain the 
same in 2011 w ith no additions and no plans to  reduce services. W ith few  respondents In this business sector 
anticipating a decrease, ranches, resorts, lodges, hostels and hot springs owners are hopeful fo r 2012 and certainly not 
giving up because of a few down years.
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Ranches, Resorts, Lodges Comment Section
I find It's getting tougher to  run a small business In Montana w ith the Increased laws and regulations 
(no smoking, lower allowed alcohol levels), stricter Insurance regulations, higher taxes, and pressures 
regarding providing of health care, just to  name a few!
I would like to  have a copy of the Research Survey.
I'm very concerned about the national economy In the coming year, especially w ith the problems In 
Europe. W ith stagflation similar to  what we had In the 70 s coming at us slowly but surely, our country 
might be In fo r some tough times until we can address our debt crisis and other serious problems 
we ve created.
The Golng-To-The- Sun Road construction has had a huge negative Impact on tourism In our area. We 
are fortunate enough to  make It through the bad economy, but to  also have the road closed fo r 
construction during the spring and fall has really affected our business. We probably lost close to  
$30,000 because of It.
The pricing of hunting licenses really Impacted my hunting business. It Is way down. Cabin rental Is 
down, I think, because of the economy.
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O utfitter/Guide
Average (mean) years business operated by current owners: 17.77 
Average (mean) years of business operation at current location: 19.28 
Range in years of operation by current owner: 2 5 0  years 
Range in years of operation at current location: 3 7 4  years 
Sample size: 57
Glacier Country 13 23%
Yellowstone Country 17 30%
Gold West Country 11 19%
Russell Country 9 7%
Custer Country 4 16%
Missouri River Country 3 5%
percent m ay not add to  100 (rounding)
M otel/hote l - -
Bed & Breakfast 5 15%
Ranches, resorts, lodges, hostels, 
hot springs
13 38%
Vacation homes, condos, cabins 5 15%
Public campgrounds - -
Private campgrounds - -
Outfitter/Guide - -
Wagon tra in /ca ttle  drives - -
Tours 6 18%
Travel planners 2 6%
Event planners - -
Vehicle rentals 1 3%
Ski area - -
Museum, historic site - -
A ttraction 2 6%
Tourism promotion/advertising 1 3%
Wagon Train/Cattle Drive - -
Government Land Agency - -
Other 3 9%
Increase 19 33%
Decrease 27 47%
Remained the same 12 21%
Better marketing 12 67%
Improved website 12 67%
Expanded operations/services 6 33%
Returning guests 13 72%
Little competition in my area - -
A ffordability of what we offer 4 22%
U.S. economy - -
Canadian exchange rate 2 11%
Other foreign exchange rates - -
More local travelers - -
More regional travelers - -
Special event(s) held in our area - -
W eather 2 11%
Fire activity - -
Lack of fires 4 22%
Other 3 17%
respondents could check m ultiple answers * *n 1 8
Less advertising on our part 2 7%
Reduced offerings/services - -
Fewer returning guests 11 41%
Increased competition in my area 3 11%
Our pricing may be too high 2 7%
U.S. economy 17 63%
Gas prices 11 19%
Exchange rates - -
Fewer local travelers 2 7%
Fewer regional travelers 2 7%
Fewer business travelers 2 8%
Fewer leisure travelers 5 19%
Changes in hunting/fishing licenses 12 44%
Construction in area 1 4%
W eather 10 37%
Fire activity - -
Lack of fires - -
Other 4 15%
respondents could check m ultiple answers; * *n 2 7
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Increase 28 49%
Decrease 11 19%
Remain the same 18 32%
If had 
Increase in 
2011 (n 19)
# %
If had a decrease 
in 2011 (n 27)Outlook for 2012
ncrease
Remain the same
Bookings/inquires are up 12 43%
More/better marketing pursued 19 68%
Improved website 14 50%
Experiencing a gradual increase 11 39%
Expanded or Improved our offerings 10 36%
Affordability of what we offer 9 32%
Little competition In my area 3 11%
More local travelers 1 4%
More regional travelers 1 4%
We get many repeat customers 20 71%
Canadian exchange rate 4 14%
Other foreign exchange rates - -
U.S. economy 3 11%
Special events In our area 2 7%
We are new, so we are increasing 2 7%
More business travelers - -
Bookings/inquires are down 4
We ve done less marketing 1
Experiencing a gradual decrease 2
Reduced our offerings/services 1
Our pricing may be too high
Increased competition In my area 1
Expect fewer leisure travelers 3
Expect fewer business travelers 1
Expect fewer local travelers 1
Expect fewer regional travelers 2
Changes in hunting/fishing licenses 8
Gas prices 6
U.S. economy 8
Global economy 5
Other 1
respondents could check m ultiple answers * * n l l
Expand current business or site 16 29%
Renovate current site 4 7%
Add more sites/business elsewhere 3 5%
Downsize current business or site 2 4%
Close down/sell business or site 4 7%
Remain the same 32 57%
respondents could check m ultiple answers * *n 5 6
Respondents could check m ultiple answers n 28
Last minute bookings 23 40% 19 33% 11 19% 7%
Walk in patrons 10 19% 11 20% 13 24% 37%
Retail sales 2 4% 10 19% 8 15% 62%
Dining out 1 2% 6 12% 2 4% 82%
Length of stay 3 6% 29 59% 3 6% 29%
Visitors seeking less expensive activities 21 40% 14 27% 3 6% 27%
# of Montanans traveling within the state 12 23% 24 46% 5 10% 21%
Canadian Visitors 6 12% 22 43% 6 12% 33%
Overseas Visitors 5 10% 19 38% 9 18% 34%
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...provide recycling bins for customers 14% 13% 4% 18% 52% 2.52
...provide recycling bins for your employees 20% 13% 2% 18% 48% 2.34
...sell Montana made products 9% 18% 24% 4% 46% 2.40
...serve locally grown foods 11% 20% 29% 6% 35% 2.44
...purchase local/regionally made products 11% 36% 26% 2% 25% 2.25
...aim to purchase 'made In USA' products 18% 48% 16% 4% 14% 2.06
...work towards reducing energy consumption 33% 20% 22% 6% 20% 2.00
...provide health care benefits for employees 4% 4% 33$ 59% 3.63
...encourage car poollng/walking/blking/busing to work 9% 4% 11% 15% 61% 2.80
...suggest local retailers to your customers 68% 27% 5% - - 1.37
...donate money or time to local causes 33% 33% 33% 2% 2.03
*Scale: 1 All the Time  to 4  N ot at All  (m ean does not include the not applicable  responses)
O utfitter/Guide: Tourism Jobs for 2011
F u l l T im e ,55
Part T im e, 28
10%Seasonal PT, 184
Outfitters/Guides  9% 
of all jobs reported by 
businesses
34%
51%
Seasonal FT, 2 7 4
Outfitter/Guide Summary
Montana ou tfitte r and guide respondents experienced the highest number of the ir businesses w ith  a decrease in 2011 
(47%) compared to  all other tourism businesses. The U.S. Economy was the main reason stated fo r the decrease in 
visitation, followed by changes in hunting and fishing licenses. Of the 33 percent who experienced an increase in 2011, 
better marketing, returning guests, and an improved website was what brought visitors to  the ir business. It appears to  
be a positive projection as to  what w ill happen in 2012. While the most respondents (49%) believe 2012 will be better, 
nineteen percent o f the respondents believe they w ill have a decrease and 32 percent th ink 2012 will remain the same 
as in 2011.
O utfitte r and guide tourism industry respondents indicated tha t suggesting local retailers to  customers was the most 
frequent action taken to  support Geotourism in Montana. This response was far and above all other responses given by 
the o u tfitte r and guide respondents. The statement, provide health care benefits fo r employees,  received the lowest 
priority rating by o u tfitte r and guide respondents.
Forty percent o f ou tfitte r and guide respondents said vacationers were seeking less expensive activities. W ith guided 
trips being a more expensive activity, it is not surprising tha t this business segment experienced decreases.
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Outfitter/Guide Comment Section
FWP needs to  rethink the ir policies and procedures and take a good look what they are doing to  the 
small communities of this state! They are killing these small tow n businesses tha t rely so much on the 
tra ffic  o f out of town hunters (in state and out of state).
Great design, great questions. Very quick to  take the survey and I loved that. Very nice job. Best of 
luck. You guys are the best.
I'm at the end of my career trajectory , but I bring experience to  the game. My repeat customers are 
my bread and butter, and I rely on the ir word of mouth to  recruit new customers.
It is really tough to  stay in business right now. Costs (fuel, insurance, hay, etc) keep rising and there is 
no way to  raise prices to  compensate when business tra ffic  is decreasing or non existent. Can t even 
see w ild life  on the rides or on the hunts like before F&G w in ter w ild life counts show animal 
decreases in our area. Truly considering closing our o u tfitte r operation.
Our summer business is where we w ill focus our energy; we w ill have to  have cuts in our hunting 
program.
Thank you all fo r your work. Thanks.
The state of Mt. has done everything possible to  make bringing in non resident hunters difficult, 
unreliable and expensive licenses, they have put elk on permits in many areas, fo r no good reason 
other than to  lim it non-residents. The non-residents are growing very tired of Mt. stick-it -to-um 
attitude fo r nonresidents. They hunt other states w ith  a lo t less hassle.
We get many repeat customers, the (good) word of mouth is very important. If you do a good job and 
offer your services at a reasonable price you w ill succeed.
W inter access by snowmobile in Yellowstone Park... also non perm itted ou tfitting  and guiding in the 
greater Yellowstone area.
Wolves have put us out o f business
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Tourism Promotion Organizations/Advertising Companies 
Average (mean) years business operated by current owners: 8.05 
Average (mean) years of business operation at current location: 21.26 
Range in years of operation by current owner: 6 months  26 years 
Range in years of operation at current location: 6 months  107 years
Sample size: 20
Glacier Country 3 16%
Yellowstone Country 4 21%
Gold West Country 5 26%
Russell Country 2 11%
Custer Country 2 11%
Missouri River Country 3 16%
percent m ay not add to  100 (rounding)
M otel/hote l - -
Bed & Breakfast - -
Ranches, resorts, lodges, hostels, hot 
springs
- -
Vacation homes, condos, cabins - -
Public campgrounds - -
Private campgrounds
O utfitter/Guide - -
Tours - -
Travel planners 5 46%
Event planners 2 18%
Wagon Train/Cattle Drive - -
Vehicle rentals - -
Ski area - -
Museum, historic site - -
A ttraction - -
Tourism promotion/advertising - -
Government Land Managing Agency 1 9%
Other 3 27%
Increase 14 78%
Decrease - -
Remained the same 4 22%
Better marketing 7 50%
Improved website 6 43%
Expanded operations/services 1 7%
Returning guests 6 43%
Little competition in my area 1 7%
Affordability of what we offer 3 21%
U.S. economy 2 14%
Canadian exchange rate 5 36%
Other foreign exchange rates 3 21%
More local travelers 5 36%
More regional travelers 7 50%
Special event(s) held in our area 4 29%
W eather 1 7%
Fire activity - -
Lack of fires - -
Other 2 14%
respondents could check m ultiple answers * *n 1 4
Reason for Decrease in 2011**
No respondents saw a 
decrease in 2011.
respondents could check m ultiple answers;
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Increase 17 90%
Decrease - -
Remain the same 2 11%
Outlook for 2012
If had 
Increase in 
2011 (n 14)
# %
If had a decrease 
in 2011 (n 0)
Increase 13 93% No respondents
Decrease - - had a decrease
Remain the same 1 7% In 2011.
respondents could check m ultiple answers 
*n 12
Bookings/inquires are up 3 25%
More/better marketing pursued 8 67%
Improved website 5 42%
Experiencing a gradual increase 5 42%
Expanded or improved our offerings 3 25%
Affordability of what we offer 3 25%
Little competition In my area - -
More local travelers 3 25%
More regional travelers 5 42%
We get many repeat customers 4 33%
Canadian exchange rate 5 42%
Other foreign exchange rates 3 25%
U.S. economy 2 17%
Special events in our area 4 33%
We are new, so we are increasing - -
More business travelers 4 25%
Reason for Expected Decrease in 2012**
No respondents expect a 
decrease in 2011.
respondents could check m ultiple answers * *n 0
Expand current business or site 3 17%
Renovate current site 4 22%
Add more sites/business elsewhere 3 17%
Downsize current business or site - -
Close down/sell business or site - -
Remain the same 8 44%
respondents could check m ultiple answers * *n 1 8
Last minute bookings 2 10% 2 10% - - 80%
Walk-in patrons 6 30% 2 10% - - 60%
Retail sales 2 10% - - - - 90%
Dining out 1 5% 1 5% - - 90%
Length of stay 5 26% 4 21% - - 53%
Visitors seeking less expensive activities 5 26% 6 32% 1 5% 37%
# of Montanans traveling within the state 8 40% 6 30% - - 30%
Canadian Visitors 8 44% 3 17% - - 39%
Overseas Visitors 5 29% 5 29% - - 41%
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...provide recycling bins for customers 11% 5% 16% 16% 53% 2.78
...provide recycling bins for your employees 37% 11% 11% 42% 1.90
...sell Montana made products 26% 11% 5% 58% 1.50
...serve locally grown foods - 5% - 5% 89% 3.00
...purchase local/regionally made products 21% 32% 11% 37% 1.83
...aim to purchase 'made In USA' products 16% 26% 26% 32% 2.15
...work towards reducing energy consumption 32% 21% 21% 26% 1.86
...provide health care benefits for employees 32% - - 21% 47% 2.20
...encourage car poollng/walking/blking/busing to work 32% 16% 11% 42% 2.09
...suggest local retailers to your customers 61% 17% - - 22% 1.21
...donate money or time to local causes 50% 11% 17% 22% 1.57
*Scale: 1 All the Time  to 4  N ot at All  (m ean does not include the not applicable  responses)
Tourism Promotion/Advertising: Tourism Jobs for
2011
Seasonal PT, 14 
Seasonal FT, 3
Tourism Promotion/
Advertising  2% of all
^̂ 11% \ jobs reported by
businesses
P art T im e, 32 j 24% 7 63%
J F u l l T lm e ,8 3
Tourism Promotion Organizations/Advertising Companies Summary
The tourism promotion organizations and advertising companies represent an interesting tourism business group. The 
organizations can represent convention and visitor bureaus, chambers of commerce, and visitor centers tha t do not host 
visitors, but certainly do interact w ith  them. The advertising companies represent these organizations or private tourism 
businesses. Interestingly, 78 percent of this group indicated an increase in 2011 and 22 percent remained the same. No 
respondents from  this sector report a decrease in business in 2011. More regional travelers, better marketing and 
returning guests were credited w ith the increases.
Respondents in the tourism promotion organizations and advertising companies indicated tha t suggesting local retailers 
to  customers was the most frequent action taken to  support Geotourism in Montana. This business sector had very high 
frequency of actions to  many of the responses attributed to  supporting Geotourism in Montana.
Ninety percent of tourism promotion organizations and advertising company respondents said tha t they expect an 
increase in 2012, and none of them expect a decrease showing a very positive outlook fo r 2012.
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Tourism Promotion Organizations/Advertising Company Comment Section
As a small, local Chamber of Commerce, most of these questions do not apply.
People seemed to  travel In multiple families staying In vacation rentals vs. hotel stays as they found 
tha t more affordable w ith  sharing rates and the kitchen convenience. In the fall Is when we see our 
extended stay travelers who spend more tim e and money.
Tourism State funding continues to  provide the needed Infrastructure at the local level and trickle 
down advertising benefits from  those programs are essential to  local tourism success.
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Bed and Breakfast
Average (mean) years business operated by current owners: 10.36 
Average (mean) years of business operation at current location: 14.55 
Range in years of operation by current owner: 2 3 3  years 
Range in years of operation at current location: 2 6 0  years 
Sample size: 22
Glacier Country 12 57%
Yellowstone Country 4 19%
Gold West Country 2 10%
Russell Country 2 5%
Custer Country 1 10%
Missouri River Country - -
percent m ay not add to  100 (rounding)
M otel/hote l 2 17%
Bed & Breakfast - -
Ranches, resorts, lodges, hostels, hot 
springs
2 17%
Vacation homes, condos, cabins 3 25%
Public campgrounds - -
Private campgrounds - -
O utfitter/Guide 1 8%
Tours 2 17%
Travel planners - -
Event planners 1 8%
Vehicle rentals - -
Ski area - -
Museum, historic site 1 8%
Attraction 1 8%
Tourism promotion/advertising - -
Wagon Train/Cattle Drive - -
Government Land Managing Agency - -
Other - -
Increase 12 57%
Decrease 5 24%
Remained the same 4 19%
Better marketing 8 67%
Improved website 8 67%
Expanded operations/services 2 17%
Returning guests 7 58%
Little competition in my area 3 25%
Affordability of what we offer 2 17%
U.S. economy 3 25%
Canadian exchange rate 2 17%
Other foreign exchange rates - -
More local travelers 2 17%
More regional travelers 2 17%
Special event(s) held in our area 2 17%
W eather - -
Fire activity 1 8%
Lack of fires 4 33%
Other 1 8%
respondents could check m ultiple answers * *n 1 2
Less advertising on our part 1
Reduced offerings/services 1
Fewer returning guests
Increased competition in my area 1
Our pricing may be too high
U.S. economy 4
Gas prices 4
Exchange rates
Fewer local travelers 1
Fewer regional travelers 1
Fewer business travelers
Fewer leisure travelers 2
Changes in hunting/fishing licenses 1
Construction in area
W eather 3
Fire activity
Lack of fires
Other
respondents could check m ultiple answers; * *n 5
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Increase 9 41%
Decrease 1 5%
Remain the same 12 55%
If had 
Increase in 
2011 (n 12)
# %
If had a decrease 
in 2011 (n 5)Outlook for 2012
ncrease
Remain the same
Bookings/inquires are up 3 33%
More/better marketing pursued 6 67%
Improved website 3 33%
Experiencing a gradual increase 5 56%
Expanded or Improved our offerings 2 22%
Affordability of what we offer 3 33%
Little competition In my area - -
More local travelers - -
More regional travelers 2 22%
We get many repeat customers 3 33%
Canadian exchange rate - -
Other foreign exchange rates - -
U.S. economy 2 22%
Special events In our area 2 22%
We are new, so we are Increasing 1 11%
More business travelers - -
Bookings/inquires are down 1
We ve done less marketing
Experiencing a gradual decrease
Reduced our offerings/services
Our pricing may be too high
Increased competition In my area
Expect fewer leisure travelers
Expect fewer business travelers
Expect fewer local travelers
Expect fewer regional travelers
Changes In huntlng/flshing licenses 1
Gas prices 1
U.S. economy 1
Global economy 1
Other
respondents could check m ultiple answers * * n l
Expand current business or site 3 14%
Renovate current site 3 14%
Add more sites/business elsewhere 2 9%
Downsize current business or site 1 5%
Close down/sell business or site - -
Remain the same 16 73%
respondents could check m ultiple answers * *n 2 2
respondents could check m ultiple answers 
*n 9
Last minute bookings 10 48% 8 38% 2 10% 5%
Walk in patrons 5 24% 7 33% 2 10% 33%
Retail sales 2 11% 4 21% 1 5% 63%
Dining out - - 4 21% 2 11% 68%
Length of stay 9 43% 10 48% 1 5% 5%
Visitors seeking less expensive activities 6 32% 9 47% 1 5% 16%
# of Montanans traveling within the state 4 21% 10 53% 5 26%
Canadian Visitors 14 67% 6 29% 1 5%
Overseas Visitors 7 35% 8 40% 4 20% 5%
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...provide recycling bins for customers 48% 5% 19% 29% 1.87
...provide recycling bins for your employees 33% 5% 5% 57% 1.44
...sell Montana made products 24% 19% 10% 14% 33% 2.21
...serve locally grown foods 24% 19% 29% 14% 14% 2.39
...purchase local/regionally made products 30% 20% 30% 15% 5% 2.32
...aim to purchase 'made In USA' products 32% 32% 27% 5% 5% 2.05
...work towards reducing energy consumption 36% 50% 5% 5% 5% 1.76
...provide health care benefits for employees - - - 30% 70% 4.00
...encourage car poollng/walking/blking/busing to work 5% 10% 5% 80% 3.00
...suggest local retailers to your customers 68% 18% 9% 5% 1.38
...donate money or time to local causes 36% 23% 36% 5% 2.00
*Scale: 1 All the Time  to 4  N ot at All  (m ean does not include the not applicable  responses)
Bed and Breakfast: Tourism Jobs for 2011
F u l l T im e ,9Seasonal PT, 11
B&Bs  1% of all 
jobs reported by 
businesses
19%
23%
27%31%
P art T im e, 13
Seasonal FT, 15
Bed and Breakfast Summary
The sample size fo r bed and breakfast respondents, while small at 22, still provides a look into what happened in the 
industry and what they expect. Fifty seven percent of the bed and breakfast respondents experienced an increase in 
2011 visitation and of those 67 percent expect an increase again in 2012. Better marketing, improved website, and 
returning guests were stated as the reasons fo r increases while more or better marketing pursued and business 
experiencing a gradual increase was the main reasons fo r expecting an increase in 2012.
Bed and breakfast respondents indicated tha t suggesting local retailers to  customers and providing recycling bins for 
employees were the tw o most frequent actions taken to  support Geotourism in Montana. Providing health care benefits 
to  employees was rated the lowest by bed and breakfast owners.
Seventy three percent o f bed and breakfast respondents said they will make no changes to  the ir business in 2012, 
however 28 percent of the bed and breakfasts said they w ill expand or renovate the ir current site. As an improvement 
from  last year, no bed and breakfast owners expect to  downsize or close in 2012. This shows tha t it may be a healthy 
improvement fo r tourism in this sector fo r 2012.
Bed & Breakfast Comment Section
Absolutely adore the pictures in your publication. I can understand the change to  on line but will 
certainly miss the printed page. Thanks fo r all the hard work and innovative ideas tha t help us w ith
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our little  B&B.
Thank you fo r supporting local businesses
We in the tourism business need to  organize to  be better heard by our senators and representatives 
and all others doing business during the legislative session
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Attractions: Ski Areas, Museums, and other Attractions
Average (mean) years business operated by current owners: 13.63 
Average (mean) years of business operation at current location: 26.58 
Range in years of operation by current owner: 2 4 5  years 
Range in years of operation at current location: 3  112 years 
Sample size: 24 (5 ski areas, 11 museums, 8 other attractions)
Glacier Country 6 25%
Yellowstone Country 3 13%
Gold West Country 10 42%
Russell Country 2 8%
Custer Country 1 4%
Missouri River Country 2 8%
percent m ay not add to  100 (rounding)
M otel/hote l 1 6%
Bed & Breakfast - -
Ranches, resorts, lodges, hostels, hot 
springs
1 6%
Vacation homes, condos, cabins 2 11%
Public campgrounds - -
Private campgrounds - -
O utfitter/Guide - -
Tours 3 17%
Travel planners - -
Event planners 1 6%
Vehicle rentals - -
Ski area - -
Museum, historic site - -
Attraction - -
Tourism promotion/advertising 4 22%
Wagon Train/Cattle Drive - -
Government Land Managing Agency 1 6%
Other 3 17%
Increase 10 42%
Decrease 12 50%
Remained the same 2 8%
Better marketing 5 50%
Improved website 1 10%
Expanded operations/services 5 50%
Returning guests 5 50%
Little competition In my area 2 20%
Affordability of what we offer 5 50%
U.S. economy 3 30%
Canadian exchange rate 3 30%
Other foreign exchange rates 1 10%
More local travelers 7 70%
More regional travelers 6 60%
Special event(s) held in our area 2 20%
W eather 2 20%
Fire activity - -
Lack of fires - -
Other 1 10%
respondents could check m ultiple answers * *n 1 0
Less advertising on our part
Reduced offerings/services 1
Fewer returning guests 1
Increased competition In my area 1
Our pricing may be too high
U.S. economy 7
Gas prices 2
Exchange rates
Fewer local travelers 3
Fewer regional travelers 2
Fewer business travelers 0
Fewer leisure travelers 1
Changes in huntlng/flshing licenses
Construction in area 1
Weather 5
Fire activity
Lack of fires
Other 3
respondents could check m ultiple answers; * *n 1 5
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Increase 15 65%
Decrease 3 13%
Remain the same 5 22%
If had 
Increase in 
2011 (n 10)
# %
If had a decrease 
in 2011 (n ll)Outlook for 2012
ncrease
Remain the same
Bookings/inquires are up 1 7%
More/better marketing pursued 10 67%
Improved website 5 33%
Experiencing a gradual increase 7 47%
Expanded or improved our offerings 10 67%
Affordability of what we offer 7 47%
Little competition In my area 2 13%
More local travelers 6 40%
More regional travelers 5 33%
We get many repeat customers 7 47%
Canadian exchange rate 4 27%
Other foreign exchange rates - -
U.S. economy 5 33%
Special events In our area 1 7%
We are new, so we are increasing 3 20%
More business travelers - -
Bookings/inquires are down 2
We ve done less marketing
Experiencing a gradual decrease 1
Reduced our offerings/services
Our pricing may be too high
Increased competition In my area 2
Expect fewer leisure travelers
Expect fewer business travelers
Expect fewer local travelers
Expect fewer regional travelers 2
Changes In hunting/fishing licenses 1
Gas prices 1
U.S. economy
Global economy 1
Other
respondents could check m ultiple answers * *n 3
Expand current business or site 9 45%
Renovate current site 3 15%
Add more sites/business elsewhere - -
Downsize current business or site - -
Close down/sell business or site - -
Remain the same 11 55%
respondents could check m ultiple answers * *n 2 0
respondents could check m ultiple answers 
*n 15
Last minute bookings 4 18% 4 18% 3 14% 50%
Walk in patrons 9 39% 5 22% 5 22% 17%
Retail sales 6 26% 7 30% 7 30% 13%
Dining out - - - - 2 11% 90%
Length of stay 1 5% 6 30% 2 10% 55%
Visitors seeking less expensive activities 9 43% 5 24% 1 5% 29%
# of Montanans traveling within the state 9 45% 4 20% 5 25% 10%
Canadian Visitors 6 30% 4 20% 6 30% 20%
Overseas Visitors 4 25% 6 30% 6 30% 15%
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...provide recycling bins for customers 23% 9% 5% 14% 50% 2.22
...provide recycling bins for your employees 44% 9% 9% 39% 1.71
...sell Montana made products 25% 33% 21% 4% 17% 2.05
...serve locally grown foods 8% 8% 4% 79% 2.80
...purchase local/regionally made products 4% 35% 44% 17% 2.47
...aim to purchase 'made In USA' products 13% 21% 42% 4% 21% 2.47
...work towards reducing energy consumption 21% 33% 17% 13% 17% 2.25
...provide health care benefits for employees 25% 8% 33% 33% 2.63
...encourage car poollng/walklng/blklng/busing to work 13% 9% 22% 22% 35% 2.80
...suggest local retailers to your customers 58% 25% 8% 4% 4% 1.56
...donate money or time to local causes 42% 13% 25% 8% 13% 2.00
*Scale: 1 All the Time  to 4  N ot at All  (m ean does not include the not applicable  responses)
Attractions: Tourism Jobs for 2011
F u l l T im e ,211
Seasonal PT, 2 8 6
16%
P art T im e, 4822%
Attractions  22% of 
all jobs reported by 
businesses
58%
Seasonal FT, 762
Attractions Summary
The sample size fo r attraction respondents, while small at 24, still provides a look into what happened in the industry 
and what they expect. The majority o f attractions saw a down year in 2011. Fifty percent of attraction owners saw a 
decrease in 2011, while 42 percent saw an increase. The US economy and construction in the area were stated as the 
reasons fo r decrease. However, sixty five percent of attraction owners expect an increase fo r 2012. More or better 
marketing pursued and expanding or improved offerings were stated as the top reasons fo r expected increases in 2012.
Attraction respondents indicated tha t suggesting local retailers to  customers and providing recycling bins fo r employees 
were the tw o most frequent actions taken to  support Geotourism in Montana. Serving locally grown foods and 
encouraging car pooling/walking/biking/busing to  work were rated the lowest by bed and breakfast owners.
Fifty five percent of attraction respondents said they will make no changes to  the ir business in 2012, however 45 
percent o f the attraction owners said they w ill expand or renovate the ir current site. No attraction owners expect to 
downsize or close the ir business in 2012. This shows that it may be a healthy improvement fo r tourism in this sector fo r 
2012.
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Attractions Comment Section
I have noticed an Increase of tourists traveling to  our area from  southern states.
Thanks fo r all o f your hard work!
We are a top rated golf course tha t Is a huge attraction and see very little  from  the local chamber to 
promote and encourage visitors and tourist. Hopefully tha t will change In the future.
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Campgrounds (private and public)
Average (mean) years business operated by current owners: 12.50 
Average (mean) years of business operation at current location: 26.36 
Range in years of operation by current owner: 6 months  28 years 
Range in years of operation at current location: 12  50 years 
Sample size: 15 (11 private, 4 public)
Glacier Country 7 47%
Yellowstone Country 1 7%
Gold West Country 1 7%
Russell Country 1 7%
Custer Country 5 33%
Missouri River Country - -
percent m ay not add to  100 (rounding)
M otel/hote l
Bed & Breakfast
Ranches, resorts, lodges, hostels, hot 
springs
1 14%
Vacation homes, condos, cabins 1 14%
Public campgrounds
Private campgrounds
O utfitter/Guide
Tours 1 14%
Travel planners
Event planners
Vehicle rentals
Ski area
Museum, historic site
Attraction
Tourism promotion/advertising
Wagon Train/Cattle Drive
Government Land Managing Agency 1 14%
Other 2 29%
Increase 7 47%
Decrease 7 47%
Remained the same 1 7%
Better marketing 4 67%
Improved website 2 33%
Expanded operations/services 2 33%
Returning guests 5 83%
Little competition in my area 1 17%
Affordability of what we offer 2 33%
U.S. economy - -
Canadian exchange rate 4 67%
Other foreign exchange rates - -
More local travelers 2 33%
More regional travelers 1 17%
Special event(s) held in our area 1 17%
W eather 1 17%
Fire activity - -
Lack of fires - -
Other - -
respondents could check m ultiple answers * *n 7
Less advertising on our part
Reduced offerings/services
Fewer returning guests
Increased competition in my area
Our pricing may be too high
U.S. economy 3
Gas prices 1
Exchange rates
Fewer local travelers
Fewer regional travelers 1
Fewer business travelers
Fewer leisure travelers 1
Changes in hunting/fishing licenses
Construction in area 3
Weather 2
Fire activity
Lack of fires
Other 2
respondents could check m ultiple answers; * *n 7
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Increase 8 57%
Decrease - -
Remain the same 6 43%
If had 
Increase in 
2011(n 7)
# %
If had a decrease 
in 2011 (n 6)Outlook for 2012
ncrease
Remain the same
Bookings/inquires are up 1 13%
More/better marketing pursued 2 25%
Improved website 1 13%
Experiencing a gradual increase 3 38%
Expanded or improved our offerings 2 25%
Affordability of what we offer 4 50%
Little competition In my area - -
More local travelers 1 13%
More regional travelers - -
We get many repeat customers 5 63%
Canadian exchange rate 2 25%
Other foreign exchange rates - -
U.S. economy 1 13%
Special events In our area 1 13%
We are new, so we are increasing - -
More business travelers - -
Reason for Expected Decrease in 
2012* *
No respondents expect a decrease in 2012.
respondents could check m ultiple answers * *n 0
Expand current business or site 2 14%
Renovate current site 1 7%
Add more sites/business elsewhere - -
Downsize current business or site - -
Close down/sell business or site - -
Remain the same 12 86%
respondents could check m ultiple answers * *n 1 5
respondents could check m ultiple answers 
*n 15
Last minute bookings 3 20% 4 27% 4 27% 27%
Walk in patrons 5 33% 3 20% 6 40% 7%
Retail sales 3 21% 3 21% 3 21% 36%
Dining out - - 3 21% 1 7% 71%
Length of stay 8 53% 5 33% 1 7% 7%
Visitors seeking less expensive activities 4 29% 7 50% - - 21%
# of Montanans traveling within the state 2 14% 8 57% 2 14% 14%
Canadian Visitors 11 73% 2 13% 1 7% 7%
Overseas Visitors 2 14% 3 21% 5 36% 29%
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...provide recycling bins for customers 14% 14% 14% 36% 21% 2.91
...provide recycling bins for your employees 14% 7% 7% 36% 36% 3.00
...sell Montana made products 14% 14% 29% 14% 29% 2.60
...serve locally grown foods 15% 15% 23% 46% 3.14
...purchase local/regionally made products 14% 29% 29% 7% 21% 2.36
...aim to purchase 'made In USA' products 14% 21% 36% 7% 21% 2.45
...work towards reducing energy consumption 21% 29% 21% 14% 14% 2.33
...provide health care benefits for employees 7% 7% 43% 43% 2.63
...encourage car poollng/walking/blking/busing to work - - 15% 31% 54% 3.67
...suggest local retailers to your customers 50% 29% - - 21% 1.36
...donate money or time to local causes 14% 36% 21% 7% 21% 2.27
*Scale: 1 All the Time  to 4  N ot at All  (m ean does not include the not applicable  responses)
Campgrounds: Tourism Jobs for 2011
F u l l T im e ,34
Seasonal PT, 40
22%26%
7% I Part T im e, 11
Campgrounds  3% of 
all jobs reported by 
businesses
44%
Seasonal FT, 57
Campgrounds Summary
The sample size fo r campground respondents, while small at 15, still provides a look into what happened in the industry 
and what they expect. Forty seven percent of the campground respondents experienced an increase in 2011 visitation 
and of those 72 percent expect an increase again in 2012. Better marketing, Canadian exchange rate, and returning 
guests were stated as the reasons fo r increases while repeat customers and affordability of what we offer were the main 
reasons fo r expecting an increase in 2012.
Campground respondents indicated tha t suggesting local retailers to  was the most frequent action taken to  support 
Geotourism in Montana. Reducing energy consumption and purchasing locally/regionally made products were other 
actions campground owners supported Geotourism related actions.
Eighty six percent of campground respondents said they w ill make no changes to  the ir business in 2012, however 21 
percent o f the campgrounds said they w ill expand or renovate the ir current site. No campground owners expect to  
downsize or close in 2012. This shows tha t it may be a healthy improvement fo r tourism in this sector fo r 2012.
Campgrounds Comment Section
Due to  the expected increase in construction (wind farm, etc) will probably have a lot of long term 
campers which w ill keep the RV Park full.
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Everyone is hanging on just waiting fo r the economy to  tu rn  around....which w on t happen in the 
current climate in D.C.
It would help us if our local government would prohibit rv's parking along the ir main street fo r free.
Our general trend o f having tourists visit w ith  an interest in historical & educational travelers was 
consistent w ith  past years. Extra  or trinket  spending was more cautionary. RV travel is considered 
a good value because RV'ers can avoid restaurants, fuel is comparable to  other travel methods, and 
overnight costs are cheaper fo r RVs than motels. Most of our RV guests were very happy w ith  their 
travel method and the places in MT tha t they visited.
We have many workers in as our guests and they stay longer.
All Other Comments Section
era s ridiculous new agenda to  protect you and your fam ily  from  radon. The four health mines in 
the area are/were a major source of out of state visitor income fo r local business and area tourist 
attractions....
I am a Russell Country Board member, and active in our local VADC (development corp.) As such I 
assist in keeping things moving in a positive direction, such as advertising & personal contact & 
functions on a local region perspective.
I am a small jewelry business and did not travel last year to  shows, hope to  this year and increase 
sales. I make my own product and do all my own sales.
I sold the motel in June. Hope the new owners w ill continue on as well.
I'm trying to  be retired but people keep finding me on your web site. Thanks.
It would have been nice if our County Commissioners hadn t managed to  chase a bunch of business 
out of our area this year. I had a customer personally te ll me tha t he couldn t get a room at the motel 
in Lolo because the mega load was coming through. That meant tha t the people staying at the local 
motels through the route that was originally planned would have also been spending money at local 
restaurants and bars etc. All they did was force them to  use an alternative route tha t kept our 
community from  enjoying the financial benefits tha t would have certainly been useful.
My business was down because the Forest Service would not repair a road washed out in early June. 
The federal government and environmentalists are destroying the economy.
Our business would have been better if Glacier National Park had an incentive and/or desire to  get the 
Going to  the Sun Road open earlier and staying open later in the season. They really don t care and it 
affects business in the entire state of Montana. All state, regional local businesses and 
representatives need to  jo in forces to  see tha t this w ill happen in order fo r our state wide business to 
increase in the spring, early summer and in the fall
Our success seems to  be a direct result of other competitors offering a poor level o f service standard.
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Haven t been in business very long, but experiencing a nearly 90% repeat clientele  all claiming that 
the ir experience w ith us has been so far superior to  our competitors.
The economy has improved and we are noticing more in state travelers and additional regional 
travelers. We see the increase in the use of free WIFI. The presidential election year is always 
interesting and this should improve the economy because they all want to  be winners in turning the 
stressed economy to  a positive note. The stock market is also on the rise.
We need sales tax on tourism to  elim inate state income taxes & property taxes!
We need to  promote tha t we are a sales tax free state in advertising around the country and always, 
especially on the east slope of the mountains around Great Falls area, the friendliness o f the people.
We work in a non consumptive w ild life  tourism industry. Specifically, we take people to  view wolves, 
grizzlies, bison, birds, and other animals in Yellowstone Country. This industry seems to  continue to  
increase in popularity and we have grown every year since we have been in business. This, despite 
the recession. We hope state and federal governments acknowledge this and protect our w ild life  and 
habitats through appropriate policy priorities and funding.
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Outlook Survey Instrument
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2012 Tourism and Recreation Outiook and Trends
This survey is being sent to aii Montana tourism business/organization owners. The 
institute for Tourism and Recreation Research, University of Montana is assessing 
your past year's visitor numbers and your assumptions as to why your business 
increased or decreased in 2011. in addition, we wouid iike your best judgement as to 
what wiii happen in 2012. This information heips business owners, marketers, and 
poiicy makers further understand the tourism industry of Montana. The resuits wiii be 
presented at the Outiook seminars with the Bureau of Business and Economic 
Research in eariy 2012 and pubiished on the iTRR website at www.itrr.umt.edu. Thank 
you for your time, if you have any questions concerning this project, piease caii the
iTRR office at 406-243-5686.
All information is anonymous, in no way will your name, business, or 
organization be associated with any of the information. Your consent to 
participate is implied by continuing with the survey.
Which ONE category best describes your business or organization?
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
Motel/Hotel 
Bed and Breakfast
Ranches, Resorts, Lodges, Hostels & Hot Springs
Vacation Homes/Condos/Cabins
Public Campground/RV Park
Private Campground/RV Park
Outfitter/Guide
Wagon Train/Cattie Drive
Tours
^  Travel Planners
^  Event Planners
^  Vehicle Rentals
^  Ski Area
^  Museum/Historic Site 
^  Attraction
^  Tourism Promotion/Advertising 
^  Government Land Managing Agency 
^  Other
if other, piease specify:
if appiicabie, which ADDiTiONAL categories aiso describe your business or organization?
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
Motel/Hotel 
Bed and Breakfast
Ranches, Resorts, Lodges, Hostels & Hot Springs
Vacation Homes/Condos/Cablns
Public Campground/RV Park
Private Campground/RV Park
Outfltter/Gulde
Wagon Traln/Cattle Drive
Tours
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
Travel Planners 
Event Planners 
Vehicle Rentals 
Ski Area
Museum/Hlstoric Site 
Attraction
Tourism Promotion/Advertising 
Government Land Managing Agency 
Other
If other, please specify:
How many years have vou been in this business or organization at your current location?
How many years has this business or organization been operating in this location?
How many full-time year-round employees did you have in 2011?
How many part-time year-round employees did you have in 2011?
How many seasonal full time employees did you have in 2011?
How many seasonal part time employees did you have in 2011?
In which Montana travel region are you located?
r
r
r
Glacier Country 
Yellowstone Country 
Gold West Country
r
r
r
Custer Country 
Russell Country 
Missouri River Country
How did your visitation/customer numbers change in 2011 versus 2010?
^  Increased 
^  Decreased 
^  Remained the same
-
-
If you saw an increase in 2011 versus 2010, why do you suppose your number of visitors/guests was
up? (Please check all that apply)
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
Better marketing 
Improved website 
Expanded operations/services 
Returning guests 
Little competition in m y area 
Weather 
U.S. economy 
Canadian exchange rates
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
other foreign exchange rates 
Affordability o f what we offer 
More iocai travelers 
More regional travelers 
Special event(s) held in our area 
Fire activity 
Lack o f fires 
Other
If other, please specify:
If you saw a decrease in 2011 versus 2010, why do you suppose your number of visitors/guests was 
down? (Please check all that apply)
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
Our pricing may be too high
Fewer returning visitors
Fewer business travelers
Fewer leisure travelers
Changes o f hunting or fishing licenses
Fewer iocai travelers
Fewer regional travelers
U.S. economy
Gas prices
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
increased competition in my area 
Less advertising on our part 
Reduced offerings/services 
Weather
Construction in our area 
Exchange rates 
Fire activity 
Lack o f fires 
Other
If other, please specify:
If your visitation remained the same in 2011 versus 2010, please describe why you feel your business 
was steady while others increased or decreased.
This year in your business, did you experience an increase or decrease in the following as related to 
vacation travelers?
increased stayed the same Decreased Does not
Last minute bookings r r r r
Walk-in patrons r r r r
Retail sales r r r r
Dining out r r r r
Length of stay r r r r
Visitors seeking less expensive 
activities
r r r r
Number of Montanans traveling within 
the state
r r r r
Canadian visitors r r r r
Overseas visitors r r r r
Looking ahead to 2012, how do you anticipate visitor/guest numbers will change?
^  Increase 
^  Decrease 
^  Remain the same
If you expect an increase, why do you think your visitation will be up? {Please check all that apply)
r BookingsAnquiries are up 
r Affordability o f what we offer 
r More/better marketing has been pursued
r We ve been experiencing a gradual increase
r We ve expanded or improved our offerings (services 
or product)
r  U.S. economy
r Little or less competition in m y area 
r We get many repeat customers
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
improved website 
We are new, so we are increasing 
Canadian exchange rate 
Other foreign exchange rate 
More business travelers 
More local travelers 
More regional travelers 
Special event(s) in the area 
Other
If other, please specify:
' 
' 
If you expect a decrease, why do you think your visitation will be down. {Please check all that apply)
r BookingsAnquiries are down
r We ve done less marketing r We ve been experiencing a gradual decrease over 
the years
r We ve reduced our offerings (services or product) 
r U.S. economy 
r Global economy 
r Our pricing may be too high
r Gas prices
r Changes In hunting or fishing licenses 
r Increased competition In my area 
r Expect fewer leisure travelers 
r Expect fewer business travelers 
r Expect fewer local travelers 
r Expect fewer regional travelers 
\  Other
If other, please specify:
In the next year, do you plan to  ? {Please check all that apply)
r Expand current business or site 
r Renovate current site 
r Add more sites/buslness elsewhere
r Downsize current business or site 
r Close down/sell current business or site 
r Remain the same
To what extent does your business do the following:
A ll the time
Most o f the 
time Sometimes Not at all
Not
applicable
...provide recycling bins fo r custom ers r r r r r
...provide recycling bins fo r your r r r r r
em ployees
...sell M ontana made products r r r r r
...serve locally grown foods r r r r r
...purchase local/regionally made r r r r r
products
...aim  to purchase m ade In USA r r r r r
products
...work towards reducing energy r r r r r
consum ption
...provide health care benefits fo r r r r r r
em ployees
...encourage car pooling/walking/ r r r r r
biking/busing to work 
...suggest local retailers to your r r r r r
customers
...donate m oney or tim e to local causes r r r r r
' 
' 
' 
~ 
' ' 
Please provide additional thoughts or concerns.
Thank you for your time!
The results of this survey will be presented at the 2012 Economic 
Outlook Seminars. This year's theme is, "Paying for the Recession"
Helena - Tuesday January 24, 2012 at the Best Western Helena Great Northern Hotel
Great Falls - Wednesday, January 25, 2012 - Hilton Garden Inn
Missoula - Friday, January 27, 2012 - Hilton Garden Inn
Billings - Tuesday, January 31, 2012 - Crown Plaza
Bozeman - Wednesday, February 1, 2012 - Best Western GranTree
Butte - Thursday, February 2, 2012 - Express Ventures Inn/La Quinta Inn
Kalispell - Friday, February 10, 2012 - Hilton Garden Inn
Lewistown - Tuesday, March 13, 2012 - Central Montana Education Center
Havre - Wednesday, March 14, 2012 - MSU N. Hensler Auditorium
Please visit http://www.bber.umt.edu/events/default.asp for details!
